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Neutrality of the EU, additional obstacle in the
Kosovo EU integration process
Bashkim Rrahmani*
Abstract
Engagement of EU institutions has been different in various
aspects in Kosovo compared to engagement these institutions
had in the other states of the Balkans. The role of EU
institutions has been very important during the first phases of
construction and reconstruction of Kosovo after the settlement
of international civil administration when the EU had one of
the most important pillars of international administration.
However, in the process of integrations according to the
Stabilization and Association Process, there were created
mechanisms which put Kosovo in a different position
compared to Macedonia, Serbia, Montenegro, etc. After the
Declaration of Kosovo Independence, five EU member states
did not (and still do not) recognize Kosovo independence
whereas EU institutions continue to keep the neutral position
regarding Kosovo status. These are issues which have slowed
down and made it difficult the process of integration of
Kosovo, whereas Kosovo is the last state that entered into the
contractual relations with the EU institutions. In addition, to
Kosovo, there were given additional conditions which were not
applied to other Balkan countries. Paper using the combined
methodology makes an analysis of intervention of the EU
institutions through various phases, including the phase of
dissolution of the former Yugoslav federation up to the
declaration of Kosovo Independence.

Prof. Ass. Dr. Bashkim Rrahmani, AAB College, Pristina, Faculty of Public
Administration.
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Kosovo is the newest state and the last one created from the
process of the dissolution of former Federation of Yugoslavia.
Yugoslavia was dissolute among the others, also due to the two
main orientations its subjects aspired: a majority that aspired
decentralization and national freedom and independence
against hegemony in one side and minority (Serbia) that
requested hegemony and domination, on the other side.
Unfortunately, the process of dissolution of the federation was
followed by wars, terror and with consequences which were
not seen in Europe since the World War the Second. Since these
consequences and the terror threatened to spread outside of the
territories of the former federation, International Community
engaged in various forms and with various instruments, if for
nothing else, at least to localize the conflict. And this
engagement was not the same by the content and by the
intensity in all units of the former federation as the wars did
not erupt with the same size and with the same duration in
these territories. The war in Slovenia has lasted only a few days
and it took a small number of victims, whereas wars in Croatia,
in Bosnia and Herzegovina and in Kosovo were wars that
caused crimes against humanity and genocide and due to this,
determined persons were punished from an International
Court. Situated in Hague, Holland, the court held responsible
for over 160 persons. Accused by tribunal includes the head of
state, the prime minister, military commandants, interior
ministers and many other high, mid and low level political,
military, police leaders from different parties (sides) in the
Yugoslav conflict. Accusations include crimes committed since
1991 until 2001 against members of ethnic groups in Croatia, in
Bosnia and Herzegovina, in Serbia, in Kosovo and in the former
4
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Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (International Court Tribunal
for the former Yugoslavia - http://www.icty.org/en/about).
Kosovo Parliament on February 17, 2008, adopted the
Declaration of Independence by which Kosovo was declared as
an independent and sovereign state. Since that date, the process
of recognition of the state of Kosovo begun, and up to date,
Kosovo has been recognized by 116 states of the world. Kosovo
has been recognized also by the states of the EU-Kosovo is
recognized by 22 out of 271 states that composed EU as a
supranational and regional European organization.

EU engagement during the process of dissolution of
Yugoslavia
International Community engagement regarding the
solution of conflicts in the early phase of the dissolution of
former Yugoslavia was not of the same intensity for all federal
units and it didn‟t give the same solutions to them. Indeed,
attitudes of the international community in the early phase of
dissolution of former Yugoslavia were those of saving the
territorial integrity of Yugoslavia and these attitudes didn‟t
support the separation of federal units from Yugoslavia.
Regarding EU2 engagement, which during the early phase of
dissolution was known as the European Community, was as
stated above different from the intensity and different from the
content. Indeed, the process of dissolution of the federation
starts at a time when the shape of Europe changed dramatically
with the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989. This led to the reunion
Greece, Romania, Cyprus, Spain and Slovakia.
European Union today is a political and economic union which is composed
of 27 states with an estimated population of over 500 million inhabitants. As a
such organization it was created with the Treaty of Maastricht (1993). The
number 27 is given because Great Britain is in the process of exit for EU.
1
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of Germany in October 1990 and to the spread of democracy in
the Central and Eastern Europe that was going out of the Soviet
control. The Soviet Union ceased to exist in December 1991
(Fontaine, 2017-13). In reality, member states at the same time
were negotiating a new treaty which was approved by the
heads or premiers of states in Maastricht in December 1991. By
increasing intergovernmental cooperation (in the fields as
foreign politics, the judiciary, and internal affairs) the
community existing system created the European Union (EU).
This treaty entered into force on November 01, 1993 (Fontaine,
2017, p. 13).
Exactly at this time of big changes, the European
Community was being reorganized and it was taking the form
of political and economic union. Whereas (among the other) in
order to prepare a legal basis for recognizing the new states,
European Community on December 16, 1991, issued a
statement titled: “Guidelines for recognizing new states in
Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union” by which the process of
recognition of new states was adopted. It was made known that
recognition requires:
 Respect for provisions of The Charter of UN and the commitments
subscribed to in the Final Act of Helsinki and in the Charter of
Paris, especially with the regard to the rule of law, democracy,
and human rights;
 Guarantees for the rights of ethnic and national groups and
minorities in accordance with the commitments subscribed to in
the Framework of CSCE;
 Respect for the inviolability of all frontiers which can only be
changed by peaceful means and by common agreement;
 Acceptance of all relevant commitments with regard to
disarmament and nuclear non-proliferation as well as to security
and regional stability;

6
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Commitment to settle by agreement, including where appropriate
by recourse to arbitration, all questions concerning State
succession and regional disputes (Shaw, 2003, p. 374-375).
At the same day, the European Community has issued a
Declaration on Yugoslavia by which the community and the
member states agree to recognize Yugoslav republics but when
they fulfill some determined conditions. These conditions were
to be fulfilled if republics wanted to be independent: they had
to commit themselves to accept obligations determined by the
guidelines; that they will accept disposals of the draftconvention of the Conference on Yugoslavia specifically, they
had to accept human rights, national rights and the rights of
ethnic groups; and they had to give a support to the efforts of
UN Security Council and the conference on Yugoslavia as well.
Community and its members required that the specific
Yugoslav republics which ask recognition they should commit
themselves before the recognition to ensure constitutional and
political guarantee by which they would ensure that there
would not be territorial requests against any neighbor state
(Shaw, 2003, p. 374-375).
The armed conflict which started in Slovenia and which
continued in the other part of Yugoslavia did not get the equal
treatment by the European Community. Somewhere there was
a bigger engagement and somewhere the engagement was
slower. Dramatic events were developed quickly in the field,
whereas mediation and the engagements of the European
Community or the EU in most cases were behind the events
and behind horrors. However, engagement and diplomatic
intervention was a necessity. And under this context, we find
all forms of intervention: international mediation, the offer of
good services, arbitrage but European Community/EU had no
means of military intervention whereas the principle “stick and
carrot” was mentioned in the meantime. Forms of intervention
Thesis, no.1, 2018
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were through troikas, through ensuring the communication,
there were sometimes cases of overcoming the authorization
and there were cases of intervention in the capacities with the
behavior of democracy professors from EU. But according to an
author, there was also something else. It is a special interest of a
determined country to interfere according to its point of view
or according to its own interest. This was seen especially during
1990-1995 years. For Germany, it was the voter seduction of
Croatian origin, for Austria benefits from the wealth and manly
allegiances with the neighbor Slovenia, for the Vatican the
support of catholic community big in number (Dufour, 2010, p.
115). European Union intervenes through observing missions,
which were considered to be the eyes and ears of the European
Community. Their duty was supervision and reporting, but not
rarely there has been no harmonization among the monitoring
missions. All this then was like putting the ice cream in the sun
(Miškulin, 2013). Ice cream in the sun because figuratively they
melted the ice cream as it melts in the sun. Being that the
conflict had taken destructive dimensions, European
Community was focused more in Croatia (which was
recognized as sovereign state together with Slovenia, firstly
from Germany) and in Bosnia and Herzegovina, whereas
Kosovo had to stay enjoying diplomatic declarations of various
international organs and institutions. Kosovo was not even
given the opportunity to take part in the Lord Carrington Peace
Conference and Kosovo was not given the opportunity to be
part of the Dayton Conference, as well. Ivica Miškulin has
underlined these shortcomings: lack of knowledge on the
situation brought delays on the events, the lack of joint political
attitudes, the lack of flexibility, the use of inadequate means,
opposition (non-accordance) between the interests of states, the
nonexistence of the armed forces, mining the process itself from
mediators (Miškulin, 2013). Leaving aside frozen conflict (in
8
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Kosovo) and engagement through declarations and resolutions,
however, led to the explosion of the armed war, a war which
fortunately thanks to the NATO intervention was made shorter.
Initial contacts had to do: with sensibilization of Kosovo issue;
with the requests for the equal treatment with the other
composers of former Yugoslavia; with ensuring of support in
various fields of life and other requests of this nature. Whereas
Europeans themselves had decided in 1991 that “the right of
separation from the former federation had republics only, and
not the provinces (Kosovo and Vojvodina). European countries
under the dictate of France recognized Serbia after the Dayton
(1996) with the old name Yugoslavia and gave Serbia and
Montenegro the right to inherit the older ruined federation
(Bytyçi, 2012, 386).
Kosovo had support and beautiful promises, for example…in
April 1989 European Parliament expressed a protest against
repressive measures…in 1993 it adopted a resolution
considered as constructive in Kosovo by encouraging solders to
desert from the army…resolution foresaw their acceptation
from the states of the EU… in September 1992 CSCE requested
an immediate prevention action in Kosovo…CSCE made
pressure on the Belgrade authorities in order to start a serious
dialogue with the Kosovo representatives with the presence of
the third party… on December 12, 1992, President Bush
promised that the USA will not allow Kosovo to become the
second Bosnia…threatened Serbia with the air strikes…on
February 02, 1993 in Geneva while presenting “Peace Plan for
Kosovo”, UN Commission on Human Rights voted a resolution
that condemned the violation of human rights …especially in
Kosovo…the other resolution was voted in August 20, which
requested the continuation of CSCE mandate mission…on May
1993 in Washington DC foreign ministers: American, Russian,
British, French and Spain expressed their decisiveness
according to what Kosovo should enjoy a broad
autonomy…they did not precise if they could take in the
Thesis, no.1, 2018
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consideration Kosovo independence if the maltreatment of
Albanians continues…on February 03, Ibrahim Rugova met
with President Clinton and Mr. Al Gore…they encourage
Albanians to continue following the peaceful politics…on
November 02, 1994 Co-chairs of the International Conference
on former Yugoslavia Lord David Owen and Thorwald
Stoltenberg, met Ibrahim Rugova…they expressed their favor
for the peaceful politics…on December 23, 1994, UN The
General Assemble…denounces harshly measures and
discrimination practices as well as the violation of human rights
of Kosovar Albanians…condemns the very big pressure
practiced from police and military forces of Yugoslav
Federation…requires resolutely from Yugoslav Federation to
allow long term missions of Conference for Security and
Cooperation in Europe to come back to Kosovo
immediately…(Dufour, 2010, p. 78-80).

However, unfortunately very many people were killed, a lot
are missing, a lot suffered tremendous material and spiritual
damages, whereas the war ended with the NATO intervention
against Serbian military targets and previously a Treaty of
Maastricht was agreed. And there were also in 1993 issued new
criteria about the membership. Thus, for states of Eastern and
Central Europe that aspired the EU accession, European
Council had put some criteria known as Copenhagen Criteria.
Based on these, candidate states would be judged in order to be
admitted in the EU based also in the as following determined:
- sustainability of institutions guaranteeing democracy, rule of law,
human rights and respecting and protecting minorities;
- the existence of a market functional economy capable to respond
competitive pressure and market forces of EU;
- ability to undertake membership obligations, including and
following the implementation of political, economic and monetary
goals of the union (Dinan, n.d., p. 188).
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But to Kosovo, in addition, there will be put other
conditions, even conditions that were not applied to any other
country aspiring integrations.

EU engagement in the time after the dissolution of former
Yugoslavia
It could not be said that Kosovo would establish its own
independent state and got liberated itself during the war in the
last years of XX Century without the engagement of the
international community and without the EU engagement. For
sure the biggest role and merit in Kosovo liberation has played
the USA engagement and NATO attacks against Serbia military
targets, but this specific engagement is not the object of this
paper.
After the end of the war and after the peace settlement in
Kosovo, EU will play the main role in the construction and the
reconstruction of the country. It is the EU that would take the
IV UNMIK Pillar which had to deal with construction and
reconstruction of the country. It is also OSCE that would lead
Pillar III, which dealt with democratization and with the
building of democratic institutions, etc. Of course, besides thus
a huge contribution has been made in Kosovo from the EU
countries also in the aspect of security, within peaceful forces –
KFOR. All of this can be discussed but cannot be questioned. It
could be discussed because Kosova after the war, despite clear
declarations which came out from the decision making
mechanisms in Europe, was not treated equally with the other
states of the region. Regarding Kosovo, attitudes were even
formally but also materially different.
On June 10, 1999, in Köln by the EU initiative it was adopted
the Stability Pact for Eastern Europe (http://www.emins.org).
This was one of the biggest undertakings of EU (Bytyçi, 2012, p.
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399.) where more than 40 partner countries and organizations
committed to strengthening Eastern European countries in their
efforts to feed peace, democracy, respect for human rights and
the economic prosperity which would be achieved in the entire
region.
All countries were given promises of Euro-Atlantic
integration. The Pact was re-affirmed in the Sarajevo Summit
on June 30, 1999 (http://www.emins.org). Even though it was
said that it is being worked on a scenario on including all
countries of the Western Balkans3, nonetheless for Kosovo,
there were not created equal opportunities with the other
countries of the Balkans. Moreover, now due to the reason of no
recognition of the Kosovo statehood by Serbia and by Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Kosovo faces difficulties that hinder
participation in the Council of Regional Cooperation [successor
of the Stability Pact] (Forum 2015 - 2013, 7). Kosovo at that time
was internationally administered and based on the fact that its
status was not defined, it was left aside at a time when other
countries from the Balkans were getting prepared to sign the
Stabilization and Association Agreements. Some had even
signed those. In the aspect of reconstruction of Kosovo, EU had
underlined the need of determination to take the leading role
(http://www.europarl.europa.eu/summits/kol2_de.htm).
Later on, Kosovo would benefit in this regard from the funds
for pre-accession that differently are known as IPA funds (PreAccession Instrument).
EU funds for reconstruction and development, but also in
other fields of life in Kosovo are a great contribution, but
nonetheless, political engagement of the EU in order to advance
and to solve the final status of Kosovo was not at the level of
needs and it could not be compared to USA engagement. For a
When the Western Balkans is mentioned it is thought of countries that
derived from the former Yugoslavia and for Albania- Slovenia is excluded.
3
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long period of time, there were noted hesitations about
engagement towards Kosovo and for Kosovo. These hesitations
continued also after the end of the war in Kosovo and continue
in various forms after the Declaration of Independence. Even
though it was clear that Kosovo would not go back to whatever
Serb-Montenegro creature, from EU in some determined
moments this could have been seen. Even when it was quite
clear that the coexistence between Serbia and Montenegro was
impossible, the EU sends the General Secretary of the Council
for Foreign Policy and Security in Belgrade to exercise its
impact… with only one justification: until Yugoslavia survives,
even if with only one new label, pretends of Albanians of
Kosovo for independence would have no chance for success
(Spasovska, 2004). But community Serbia and Montenegro did
not last longer, because Montenegro would leave this
community which was standing as the last tendency to be taken
as an argument to be used in arguing that the Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia is existing. Regardless of all, Kosovo even though
with no defined status could not be left aside, forever. Under
the context of the Stability Pact for Kosovo, a specific
mechanism was created which was known as Stabilization and
Association Tracking Mechanism. This created mechanism by
the EU has entered into force in March 2003 in order to serve as
the main mechanism in the dialogue between Kosovo and the
European Commission within the process of Stabilization and
Association. This mechanism had functioned on two levels: in
the form of political dialogue by holding plenary meetings, coheaded by highest government Kosovo representatives and the
European Commission. Here there are developed discussions
about the achievements in fulfilling European Partnership and
the accordance for the next period of time is achieved. Then
also in the form of technical dialogue, we have development in
six sectors: good governance, economy, internal market,
Thesis, no.1, 2018
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innovation and social cohesion, infrastructure and agriculture
and fisheries/fishing. Tracking Mechanism of Stability and
Association shows the different treatment of Kosovo compared
to the other states created from the territories of former
Yugoslavia, e.g. Macedonia. Kosovo quite late entered into the
contractual relations with the EU. Kosovo entered into these
relations with the EU by signing the Stabilization and
Association Agreement. This document is under the file:
2016/0095 (NLE), dated February 02, 2015. The Stabilization
and Association Agreement has entered into force on April 01,
2016 between the following parties:
The Stabilization and Association Agreement between EU
and European Community for Energy and Atom as one party
and Kosovo*, as the other party (*this determination is with no
prejudice on the attitudes on the status and is on line with the
UN Security Council Resolution 1244 and with the Opinion of
the International Court of Justice regarding Kosovo Declaration
of Independence). As seen from here the symbol asterisk (*)
shows the EU institutions hold the neutral position regarding
the Kosovo status. This itself shows quite a different position of
EU institutions that was not held as such for the other states in
the process of integrations. Not any state from the territories of
former Yugoslavia was put under the asterisk or marked with
the footnote explanation. Demarcation of the border with
neighbors was not a condition for none of the states, except
Kosovo. EU institutions did not hold a neutral position for any
of the states from the territories of former Yugoslavia regarding
their status, except Kosovo. There is no state of the territories of
former Yugoslavia that is not recognized by EU member states.
A condition that was put only for Kosovo (demarcation of the
border with Montenegro) destabilized Kosovo and created
extraordinary tensions. Due to this, a government was
overthrown just because it did not manage to ratify the border
14
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agreement. This type of condition was not set (as it was said
above) even to Serbia, which obviously has not defined borders
with its neighbors. And the demarcation of the border was a
very important condition in the process of visa liberalization in
the Schengen zone for Kosovo citizens. Whereas Serbia citizens
enjoy the visa liberalization process long ago.
Since the Declaration of Independence (2008) the EU
integration of Kosovo has been the main objective of the foreign
policy. The Majority of citizens are also supporters of the BE
where 93% of the population is in favor of Kosovo to become a
member of the EU (Prishtina Institute of Political Studies 2016).
The bellow description of the article 49 of the EU treaty leads us
towards a fact that the Kosovo integration is more of a political
problem rather than a legal one. This article specifies that:
Any European state which respects the values referred to in
Article 2 and is committed to promoting them may apply to
become a member of the Union. The European Parliament and
national parliaments shall be notified of this application. The
applicant state shall address its application to the Council,
which shall act unanimously after consulting the Commission
and after receiving the assent of the European Parliament,
which shall act by an absolute majority of its component
members” (European Policy Center and Group for Legal and
Political Studies, 2017).
Thus, “Article 49 establishes three explicit criteria that a
country must meet in order to be eligible to apply for EU
membership.
First, the applicant must be a "European state". Second, the
applicant must respect and uphold the values set out in Article
2, namely: respect for human dignity, freedom, democracy,
equality and the rule of law; respect for human rights,
including the rights of persons belonging to minorities; and
respect for a pluralistic society and for non-discrimination,
Thesis, no.1, 2018
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tolerance, justice, solidarity and equality between women and
men. Third, the applicant country must satisfy the EU eligibility
conditions, referred to as the Copenhagen criteria. However,
these are not explicit in the Treaties and may technically be up
to political interpretation and change. (European Policy Center
and Group for Legal and Political Studies, 2017).
Analysis of this article in a non-emotional way will show us
that the EU institutions and five member states that had not
recognized Kosovo are acting totally in accordance with the
cited article.
From a superficial analysis of the reports in the Balkans, a
term taken from Srdja Popovic [Montenegro academician]
(www.economist.com/news/europe), appears to be supported
by all. This term is known as “stabilitocracy” according to
which it is supposed that for somebody only silence/peace is
needed in the region and that could be ensured by the support
to the existing elites, which for various reasons, ensure this
silence/peace. And the silence/peace according to this term is
ensured by cooperating with the existing political elites which
in the region are not distinguished to be free of corruption and
misuses of power. This silence, through stabilitocracy, could
have short term effects but in no ways, it cannot ensure long
term sustainability and stability. Cooperation and acting with
stabilitocracy is against the long term goals and it is not in
accordance with the promoted values from the important EU
documents where the rule of law should be crucial. But could
the rule of law be ensured through stabilitocracy-this is an issue
which should be solved in the times to come. With the
corrupted elites, processes may ensure short term peace, but
definitely not sustainable. Montenegro academician, talking
about stabilitocracy, he talked about all countries of the Balkan,
not excluding any state. The term stabilitocracy remains to be
seen and analysed for the Kosovo circumstances. This
16
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especially in the circumstances when Kosovo has to fulfill a
specific condition as the precondition for the visa liberalization
process to be concluded, after the demarcation with
Montenegro. And this specific condition is the fight against
corruption and organized crime.
On the other side, if EU institutions continue to hold the
neutral position regarding the Kosovo status, this doesn‟t give a
proper contribution for positive developments in the Balkans
and in Kosovo. This neutral position could only be further used
by states that did not recognize Kosovo as an additional
argument to continue with non-recognition. And these
countries despite their inner problems by not recognizing the
independence of Kosovo state, it is hard to be believed that they
act in the sense of EU goals. These states not only should
recognize Kosovo-moreover, they should hold back of stating
official declarations as it was the declaration of Spain Premier
before the planned summit, which would be held these days in
Sofia (Republic of Bulgaria). Such declarations are not at all in
accordance with the EU treaties and in accordance with the
goals of western democracies.

Conclusions
EU engagement and the engagement of international
organizations and mechanisms have been important for peace
and the stability in the region. This engagement was of the
same importance for Kosovo as well. But had it been similar by
the intensity and by the content for Kosovo, then the
achievements in Kosovo would have been obviously bigger,
and there would have been fewer consequences. Delays in
acting (not rarely) and hesitations on preventing pressure and
violence made the crises bigger and led towards the spread of
the conflicts. Exclusion of Kosovo from London and Dayton
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Conferences shows among the other that there was not a
unified politics regarding conflicts; this shows that there were
disagreements between member states themselves as we have
today (disagreements) also when five states still hesitate to
recognize Kosovo or while we still have EU institutions hold
the neutral position related to Kosovo status. Treatment of
Kosovo from the neutral position seems has not been successful
for EU as well. Non recognition of the state of Kosovo did not
contribute in the process of democratization of the Balkans and
it did not contribute as needed (as it could) preparation of the
Balkans to be an integral part of the EU.
This policy of non-recognition of five states is discriminatory
because a state and a population are not being allowed to enjoy
the right to recognition of its statehood, which definitely cannot
be contested. Kosovo Independence and its statehood is a fact
that should be respected among the other because of the fact
that Kosovo is a guarantor of peace and the stability in the
Balkans. But, on the other side despite the engagement that
changed in the intensity and by the content in various phases, it
is obvious that Kosovo could not have been liberated and it
could not have been created as the independent state.
At the current stage, both EU and Kosovo should find a way of
better coordination, so there will be no more hesitations on one
side and there are no unfulfilled conditions on the other side.
Appreciation to both sides for a better future.
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Spider Diplomacy as a complementary
explanation of the new international
circumstances
Bejtush Gashi
Gurakuç Kuçi**
Abstract
The new century with the dynamics of international relations
has challenged theories, as it called Popper „strict universality‟
and the need for „numerical universality' theoretical
explanations. In the twentieth century, theories of international
relations developed, but these theories are in the battle with
explanation changes rather than expanding the theoretical
framework. The need for new explanations doesn‟t reject old
theories, only requires their axioms to be more inter-theoretical
and with new variables that explain the course of the deliberate
actions of state actors to the intended purpose. So this
theoretical change and the acquisition of some realistic axioms, by
adding inter-theoretic variables (pragmatism, foreign policy
analysis, offensive realism, and defensive realism), sends us to
a theorization we have called “spider diplomacy”.
Almond in the 1960s considered that “with the decline of the
norms and traditions of political sciences, the need for political
theory and theories has increased”, where we find the same
situation today for explaining the new geopolitical and
geostrategic circumstances. Therefore, these circumstances we
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try to explain, through “spider diplomacy” as a hybrid theory
for empirical, inductive, probable and testable studies based on
three initiatives of international subjects (from state actors to
non-state actors, from state actors to other actors‟ state, and
mix).
In this research, we have analyzed the causes and the
chronology of a diplomatic network, the wild stretch that
Russia is trying to make today and Serbia in the new state of
Kosovo. But for the illustration, we have taken another example
from the past. One of Israel's wars with Arab countries. We
have found verifiable, pragmatic and analytical results that
prove the "spider diplomacy" scheme is needed.
Keywords: spider diplomacy, realism, Western Balkans, Israel,
Russia, Serbia

Since ancient times mankind has been trying to find forms
and ways of explaining and predicting events, even
explanations and predictions derive from primitive
superstitions, whether from the political, social, wars and
economic spheres. Greek civilization has achieved in many
spheres of social sciences, but also the exact origins of scientific
or synthetic sciences, the sophists, as well as Hesoid,
Pythagoras, Plato, Aristotle, Alcidimus, are just a few names
that have contributed so much to the division of normative
with the natural. They have succeeded in convincing
themselves and others that nothing is absolute and society
evolves, that is, the "theory of change," then proceeding with
"the theory of changing the opposite identity." Protagoras is the
first to deal with the "theory of change" between nature and
society, while Plato has written about the "theory of forms" and
the return to the genesis. Even Plato has had a 'totalitarian
justice', making 'totalitarian science' that in many approaches
can approach if not united with positivism. Karl Popper, who
gives us powerful arguments to dismantle Plato, Hegel, and
22
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Marx's totalitarianism with his works for open society, and later
with his work "Logic of Scientific Research". With this, Popper
opens the doors to go to post-positivism, where science can be
open and arguing more than with strict norms to explain and
anticipate events. Popper does not believe in the absolute
theory, even he says that any theory, one day will be invalid.

Can we have new theories?
Many fundamental questions have been raised about why
we need the theory, when we can ask the actors directly, or
another fundamental problem, that the world is not so simple
and people are not fully aware why they are acting in certain
ways (Smith S. , 2013).
But can we be confident in the responses we receive from the
actors, if we were to get honest answers, then we do not need
theories. It would simply suffice for the media to report. But the
world does not work that way. And we need theoretical
approaches that help us to follow and explain the actions of
international actors.
However, the theories did not always get all the confidence
needed to explain and anticipate the actions of international
actors. Theories are not gods, nor are uncontested truths. Thus,
international relations are distinguished from other disciplines
of science by the particular character; they are polyarctic,
plural, complex and impulsive (Sielski, 2007).
Theories are the nets to catch what we call "the world": to
rationalize, explain and master it (Popper, Theories, 2002).
Theories or the main attitudes of international relations are a
universal theory, or as Popper calls it, "strict universal theory."
These theories with the dynamics of international relations
have undergone changes and new neo-isms for explaining new
circumstances. Even to go even further, after the September
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11th incident, there was a debate about the validity of
international relations theories (Bunyavejchewin, 2012).
It should be remembered that the debate on the validity of the
theories is not attempted by the 21st century.
Mills said that building a big theory would be just an
obstacle to the development of human sciences. In the 1990s
Lemart said that it is a natural tendency of social thought to be
released from the pressure to question the nature of what is
going on around us. Such skepticism can also be found in Bell,
in his book The End of Ideology, or in Aron's "The Intellectuals
Opium". The two researchers claimed that the era of
construction of great theories had been ideological. Isaiah
Berlin in the 1970s had written a provocative article titled "Does
Political Theory Exists?", Rewriting and publishing it in the
1980s (Sielski, 2007). However, the existence and continuity of
international theories, especially the ordinary ones, cannot be
put at any moment in doubt, especially by the term "strict
universal theory".
It is impossible today to explain and anticipate international
events without major international theories, but we will also be
unable to explain and anticipate many international events if
we are left behind by the dogma and the tradition of the great
theories. Almond in the 1960s, with a scholarly work on
theories of political science, claimed that the growth of theorists
in this field coincides with the departure from the norms and
traditions of political sciences, which is also pushing the
increase of the number of political theories (Almond, Political
Theory and Political Science 1966).
Therefore, in explaining and predicting the various events of
the 21st century, the emergence of new theories based on the
great theories allows us to approach more adequate
explanations and forecasts, based on Popper's theoretical
model, "numeric universality" or otherwise "singular attitudes".
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Referring only to a finite class of specific elements within a
given spatial region. Attitudes of this kind, in principle, can be
replaced by a union of singular attitudes; for a long time, all
elements related to the class (assigned) can be counted.
That is the reason, why we speak in such cases of "numerical
universality" (Popper, Theory, 2002).
Relying on numeric universality, we can have events and
actions in international relations, such as having no substantial
explanation from the great theories and are such actions that
want a particular explanation and prediction, which conflicts
with what cover the strict universal theories. So, in different cases
and actions of international actors, we need theoretical hybrid
explanations, which are not general but are singular or universal
numerical attitudes.
We can not explain with enough realistic theory, the support
of an international actor, terrorist groups against an
international actor, nor the Russian demagoguery call for peace
in Syria. Or China's investment actions for new jobs in parts of
the world, when a part of its people are facing, poverty and big
problems for a good life.
So, pushing forward theoretical changes and the creation of
hybrid theories, we come to a functional viewpoint of
constructing the theory. From a functional point of view, P.
Sztompka said that theory can be made by emphasizing its
autonomous functions - theory as a means of constructing a
theory. Sztompka also said that his instrumental function could
be emphasized - understanding the theory as a set of theorems
that allow a practical action or a set of theorems that enable the
explanation of facts or generalizations - answers the question
"why?" (Sielski, 2007).
Taking the theory as a tool for constructing a theory, along with
the autonomous function of theory, we can take theorems and
axioms as needed from the strict universal theories that would
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allow us to help create the necessary and universally
demonstrable hybrid theory, and enables us to explain the facts
and anticipate events by answering the question "Why?".
But we need to consider and give an explanation for our
research needs that the theories are divided into five categories:
big theories, general theories of certain scientific disciplines,
theories of a wider area, the theories of the middle zone, and
theories of details (Sielski, 2007).
Given the above division, one should bear in mind that the
question of meta-theory does not pose a problem in the matter
of theoretical study, since considering the categories, it is
apparent that each category is the category of the preliminary
category, among others, meta-theory has had a debate about
whether it is scientific or not, but to our research at this stage, it
is not accepted for explanation. After attempting to elaborate on
a theoretical basis for new hybrid theories, we are in a position
to explain a theoretical hybrid scheme that will try to fill where
it can and in a hybrid way to clarify the actions of the
international actors.

International Theories and 'a neutral theory'
The study of international affairs is best understood as a
protracted competition between realistic, liberal and radical
traditions. Realism highlights the steady tendency for conflict
between states; liberalization identifies several ways to mitigate
these conflicting tendencies, and the radical tradition describes
how the whole system of state relations can be (Walt,
International Relations: One World, Many Theories 1998).
Theories of international relations in their explanation
essentially hold the protection of their axioms by defending or
even describing the actions of international actors within the
theory. Indeed, great international theories manage to
26
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eloquently prevail over each other always being dependent on
their theoretical and normative dogma. Sometimes they tend to
persuade their tendencies as their intentions move from
theoretical falsification to the exact one.
Criticisms on international relations researchers are
increasing each day more and more, as field professionals are
failing to explain the events at least to approximate the
projections, since they focus more on theories and models
predicting behavior rationally consistent with predictions of
theories and realistic or liberalistic rationalism, fail to explain
the events and dilemmas which are a hybridization and an
inverted pyramid to their great theories and their neo after
World War II. Who predicted that it could come to a meeting of
US President Trump with the North Korean dictator?
But we must make it clear that international actors do not
design theory, but only events and theory compile scholars.
Therefore, there is a need for some pragmatic academic
empiricism to go beyond the traditions of Cold War concepts.
Avoiding 'isms' is an approach that would allow us to leave the
dogma and the ideology that a theory must necessarily
represent an ideological stream that explains the actions of an
actor. Unfortunately, like economists according to Sharma
(2017), even international relations researchers tend to ignore
any factor that is too complicated to quantify or incorporate
into an explanatory or prediction model. And this not by not
knowing, but by the fear of experimentation, turning the
concept of theory into the universality of reality that is more like
positivism than with testability and falsification. Or if we
continue with just a traditional approach, one day we can go
into the theory of crowds in international relations, according to
the theory of economist Surowiecki (2005), or the Law of
Goodhart (1984).
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If we want more scientific and pragmatic clarity of the
actions of international actors, then we should avoid theoretical
defensiveness and experimentation, testing the various axioms
with sub-fields of international relations theories, using them as
theoretical variables.
There are no permanent entities in the social sphere, where
everything is under the shake of the historical influx (Popper,
1950). So we are not in contravention of the methodological
essentialism developed by Popper. Besides, we do not want to
accept a theological scientific dogma and have scientific priests
or to revive once again positivism, but to be always in the
search for the capture of a forging, testable, observable and
predictable truth.

An example from the past for building a hybrid theory for
contemporary needs
After the war in 1957, Israel gained a credible reputation for
its offensive and preventive power. Nasser, now recognizing
this power of Israel and the weakness of his country and Arab
countries, by military power and unity for Israeli isolation,
decided to pursue himself despite political pressures coming
from Arab countries (Smith C. , 2004). However, Israel who
benefited from Arab countries' mistakes was not in favor of
allowing a peace in the Middle East, which would potentially
enable Arab countries to consolidate militarily and politically
over this period. Therefore, he also wanted the region to keep it
in battle and to take action. To provoke insinuations and
dissatisfaction between Arab countries and create a state of
war, Israel took a variety of actions. The actions outlined in
scheme… show that spider actions of Israel are also based on
compelling theory, where it is shown that Israel's interactions
have also fueled reactions within the Arab world itself and
28
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numerous dissatisfaction with Egypt and the regime of Nasser.
Where in spider diplomacy we find that this spider diplomacy
is the order in which it intervenes imposing and exploiting and
returning to its favor the actions of other countries as in the case
of Israel.
Israel, besides pointing to beneficial strategic points, their
goal was to gain recognition from Egypt and to change the
approach of Egypt, even by offering it back to Sinae in
exchange for recognition (Smith C. , 2004).

Figure 1. Israel spider diplomacy: Authors' own compilation

This section is written for research needs, and there are
certainly many parts that can be added, but a pragmatic basis
for an offensive and defensive external analysis of an
international actor is needed.
So from this scheme mentioned above, we have found that
there is a correlation of premeditated events that produce
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targeted effects, such as a theory that factor A produces the
cause B, and this is what we call it "spider diplomacy".

The development of theory in the context of the "spider
diplomacy" analysis
The beginning of political science and later of international
relations as science and practice has had a confrontation, not
least in the division with the economic sphere. If all states
intervene to regulate and limit problems with economic
markets, and markets create effects that affect states' behavior
(Rosenberg, 1994), then why was the discipline of international
relations or political sciences in general needed. In order not to
waste space in answering this question, Rosenberg simply
opens the door to "for deeper answers we need to go out of the
existing discipline ..." (Rosenberg, 1994).
The creation of study disciplines has covered many gaps in
understanding the practices and actions of states. How could
we understand the missile crisis in Cuba if international
relations were not a discipline in itself?
Every discipline and subfield of politics has its own rise and
a process that is not infrequently long and very contradictory,
especially when facing new pragmatic strategies like; George
W. Bush's "Preventive War" strategy, Barack Obama's "Patience
Strategy," and last by Donald Trump, "Strategic Responsibility,"
"Chaos Strategy," by Russian General Valery Gerasimov, and
others.
So, if we rely on what they call 'general actor theory' in
international relations (Hudson, 2005) and in the induction
research method, two different sides of the coin at first glance,
but with the sub-field of international relations, the foreign
policy analysis, find a practical co-operation method.
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This is because, as Lane explains, the foreign policy analysis
is positioned to provide a concrete theory that can revive the
link between the theory of the general actor in international
relations and the founding of social science (Lane, Concrete
Theory: An Emerging Political Method 1990).
Here we come to the levels of analysis where three of them
directly influence international relations. While in the analysis
of "spider diplomacy" we have to be within an interstate level
in cooperation with influences such as power (war and
diplomacy), the balance of powers (treaties and summits),
alliance formation (trade agreements and deals) and dissolution
of alliances (NGOs and reciprocity) (Goldstein & Pevehouse,
2014).

"Spider diplomacy" paradigms
As a kind of evidence to draw some diligent explanations of
"spider diplomacy", we have stopped at two quick examples,
one involving Russia and the other with the Western Balkans.
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Figure 2. Russia spider diplomacy: Authors' own compilation

Ukraine's ambassador to Serbia, Oleksand Aleksandrovych,
stated: "Russia is training Serbian mercenaries to kill in
Ukraine. Russia is using Serbian extremists to make a coup in
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Montenegro. Russia Encourages Serbian separatism (Bosnian
Serb-dominated entity) in Republika Srpska to destabilize
Bosnia and Herzegovina. Russia is using the Serbian factor to
destabilize Macedonia. Russia is playing an active role in
countering Kosovo Serbs against Albanians in Kosovo. Russia
is selling arms to Serbia to create tensions with Croatia
(Zivanovic, 2017).
If we look at Figure 2, then we draw a concept of two levels
of "spider diplomacy", the level where its feet are to a state
actor somewhere else and head somewhere else.
So, "spider diplomacy" includes three sub-concepts:
1. Spider diplomacy based from state actors to non-state
actors;
2. Spider diplomacy based from state actors to other state
actors; and
3. Spider diplomacy mixed.
In the case of Russia based on Figure 2, we have the case of
a six-factor diplomacy, five of them belonging to the subconcept, and only a state-owned actor concept with a state
actor.
Another chronological illustration can be the statements
and actions of politicians in governance in Serbia over Kosovo.
Serbian President Aleksandar Vucic, before the informal
meeting with Kosovo President Hashim Thaci, said a dialogue
on the fate of Serbs should be held not only in northern
Mitrovica but also within Kosovo and Metohija because they
are vulnerable and discriminated (B92 2017).
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Figure 3. Serbia spider diplomacy: Authors' own compilation

Ana Brnabic, Serbia's prime minister, then stated that a
dialogue on autonomy for northern Kosovo needs to be
discussed and then talks on the final status of Kosovo, and if
Serbia is obliged to choose between the EU and Russia, it will
choose the EU -in (Savic & Filipovic, 2017).
Brnabic, again said that Serbia would be EU partner and
friend of Russia. (B92, EU is our partner, Russia our friend - PM
2017)
Jadranka Joksimovic, Serbia's European Integration Minister,
stated that Serbia will receive over 1 billion euros of EU aid for
the membership process by 2020 (MEI, 2017).
Milovan Drečun, head of the parliamentary commission in the
Serbian Assembly for Kosovo and "Metohija", stated that the
Special War Crimes Tribunal committed by former senior
officers of the "Kosovo Liberation Army" is the international
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community's latest attempt to judge crimes against Serbs and
non-Albanians, and Serbia will help this process.
Ivica Dacic stated that Serbia would never break relations with
its permanent allies that are Russia and China under any
condition (RS: MFA, 2017).
Brnabic: Russia is an important partner of Serbia and we
want to deepen cooperation in the development sector research,
and university cooperation (B92, EU is our partner, Russia our
friend - PM 2017).
These two actions of Russia and Serbia are the first basic tests
that become "spider diplomacy".

Explanation through spider diplomacy
Kosovo on 26 August 2015 signed the agreement on
demarcation of the border with Montenegro (Agreement 2015),
where the same day was protested in Peja against this
agreement, then a day after the signing of the agreement, a
group of professors from Kosovo publish a research on the
issue of demarcation of Kosovo with Montenegro, (Gruda,
Cërabregu, et al., Demarcation Kosovo - Montenegro 2015)
while the then opposition to the Kosovo Assembly in October
at the beginning of the parliamentary sessions had begun
throwing tear gas in the assembly hall, expressing
dissatisfaction with the agreement.
A survey of the Kopaonik Mountains in northern Kosovo,
since in the past, there has been built a military remote radar
ranging in the Mediterranean, and then bombed by NATO in
1999, mountains dividing Kosovo's border with Serbia, we find
data on new geostrategic movements. From satellite maps, it is
noticed that military remote control has been reconstructed and
according to Serbia's geo-portal, the borderline with Kosovo
has moved to 600 hectares, (geoSrbija n.d.) while the Kosovo
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geo-portal says the opposite (The State Geoportal of the
Republic of Kosovo n.d.).
From this we have that Belgrade's approach to the north of
Kosovo will be done by allowing Serbia to take control of the
Kopaonic Mountains and Zubin Potok, two important strategic
points, with Montenegro in NATO and the positive epilogue it
got on March 21, 2018, in the Kosovo Assembly after Kosovo's
internal disagreements to limit the border with Montenegro, by
an extended diplomatic activity of the international factor,
would give the region a perspective on NATO membership in
response to Russia and Serbia with bases their military in the
Presevo Valley and the head of Kopaonik.
From Vucic's request for internal dialogue for Kosovo in
Serbia, Bernabic's request for autonomy for the north and talks
on Kosovo's status, evidence on the military remote control in
Kopaonik and the borderline there. On the other hand, the issue
of strategic points in the West of Kosovo at the border with
Montenegro shows a spider scheme that sends us to the point
where: Serbia will keep the Kopaonik Mountains and opposite
it there will be NATO from Çakorri, Zhlebi, and Kulla, and
thereby free the paths for more technical observations on the
final settlement of Kosovo's issue after providing at least one
strategic point for Serbia and Russia in the Western Balkans.
From this we have that spider diplomacy, according to the
paradigm of 'state actors towards state actors', shows that: a
map is created which has many levers in order to preserve or
increase the influence of an actor through geostrategic and
geopolitical exposures where best explain the analysis of
foreign policy and pragmatism their intentions. An actor finds
it hard to reach its goal or goals for either new geopolitical or
geostrategic spaces or maintaining influence, without much
action as a big chessboard.
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Cold collision
The rise of worldwide military technology, the spy, and
internet network, has created a "Hot peace, with cold showers"
have created a "realistic liberalism," a pact to break the old
pacts. We currently have a world with an obsolete international
law, where most of the laws by which international relations
are regulated are used only as justifications that every powerful
state uses in its interest.
International politics in general and state policy, in
particular, are experiencing the beginnings of the dark
medieval states, and it is in primitivism just as when the first
states began to be built and the church was divided by the state.
Therefore, the streams are many times unpredictable, where
each one is against each one as Thomas Hobbs tells us, or some
states trying to remove fortifications according to the
makiavelist proposition so that only one principality or even
today is paradoxical and dangerous countries. The removal of
this fortification today is from the initiative of US President
Donald Trump, who urged all NATO member states to
contribute proportionally to this organization. Only this could
fulfill the Alliance's strategic concept of basic security goals and
duties for preventing and protecting from threats or aggression
against any NATO member country. Each country is
independent and free to make its own decisions, but through
common planning and resource allocation, they enjoy the
collective security scale, much higher than what each one could
achieve one. This remains the fundamental principle of
cooperation in the area of security within NATO.
Invoked in realpolitik - foreign policy is based on
calculations of power and national interest (Kissinger, 1994).
Trump's realpolitik today is to show the dependence of allies
on the strongest in NATO and to show that it has a willingness
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to protect Western interests in such a way that it links all on the
basis of interest rather than belief. So a spider diplomacy,
where is the net and who builds and rebuilds and keeps that
network alive, and if someone tries to deviate, it will know the
consequences correctly.
 Because it is clear that the world is in search of a new world
order, and is ahead of the geostrategic clashes which, at
certain moments in the periphery, also explode with acts of
war.
 Because there are historically clear geostrategic
confrontations between Russia and the West, Benn Steil has
finally explained quite well (Steil, 2018).
While, a fierce policy of realism, but without arms
confrontation, is also pursuing China, which is even stretching
in terms of soft power, but in reality, it is not. Because the latter
has a deep mistrust with all the world powers and there have
been wars with virtually all Western powers, and Russia. China
is also taking care of the world, by funding millions of dollars
in its image of geostrategic expansion.
Anne-Marie Brady of Canterbury University in New
Zealand refers to China's intervention as a "new global battle"
to "lead, buy, or force political influence." The result is different
from the cold war - less dangerous, but more difficult to deal
with. While the Soviet Union and the West were sworn
enemies, China is a strong trading partner that is investing
huge sums beyond its borders. (How China‟s “sharp power” is
muting criticism abroad, 2017).
China is going beyond the theoretical explanations of the
Cold War and beyond the explanations provided for the
"Marshall Plan" or any other economic aid. China is not giving
aid, but it is linking interests and dependencies, as China
knows well that belief and geostrategic cannot be reconciled,
while any struggle with the powerful is a mutual loss, then the
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expansion of the economy and dependence on Chinese
products and investments, creates the network of interest and
not the confidence to hold a state on it.
Major power struggles today are in the spying, internet, and
military technology advancement networks, where the latter is
more used as an act of repression than real war, so in the future
we can more clearly explain all actors' policies international, we
will need a networking scheme over the three paradigms
mentioned above, as in spider diplomacy.

Conclusions
We have found a breadth of arguments on the possible ways
to construct a theory where only a few are involved, and
according to the need for international relations, we provide a
theory based on Popper's numeric universality, where we could
cover the explanation of the actions in a particular area of state
actors and not state actors. And this through the three
paradigms that we have mentioned above. This has enabled us
to draw a hybrid theory based on the pragmatism of state
actors, in the analysis of the foreign politics and in the offensive
and defensive realism. So pragmatism is the key part of this
concept. Spider diplomacy is not just a concept that explains
state movements and tactics in foreign policy but is based on
analysis and is included in long-term strategies that have a
clear purpose and aim at achieving it through multi-level
offensive and defensive battles.
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Figure 2. Sources of spider diplomacy: Authors' own compilation

"Spider-man Diplomacy" may not stay the time, and not
suitable in many stages of the study, but this is not a
disadvantage for this concept, because, in a very polar,
dynamic, and interdisciplinary science, theories are also failing
to be able to explain the circumstances and predict theirs. In the
spider diplomacy from the elaboration of two examples, we
saw that its effect at first glance is just a ranking, but if we recall
the ten reasons that send to the war of Van Evras, one of those
reasons was about the strategies and secret actions of states
with also secret purposes, spider diplomacy helps us build a
scheme that similarly to chess gives us the chance to
understand the whereabouts of a state actor who has taken
such an initiative.
Spider diplomacy is the middle of explaining why a country
or alliance is offensive and the other in defense.
Thus, spider diplomacy lies in the observation, elaboration,
and discovery of the goals and actions of states or alliances that
aim to dominate the region, the continent, and to the Hegemon.
Scientific works of such nature are in small numbers because
the concept of spider diplomacy is a methodology that did not
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exist before, so it is difficult to explain and to find its
advantages and disadvantages. However, it is only a starting
point for welcoming more criticisms and studies, and this work
in the future will be the source and incentive for such research.
However, through this research and through spider diplomacy,
we have managed to argue the actions of state actors that
would otherwise never get out of their mouths.
Theorizations are a difficult scientific field, and there are
many dogmas embedded in, which needs the courage to handle
beyond what we know, but we should never be self-sufficient
and create theoretical dependence, so a theory like a spider
diplomacy resembles a scheme which is verifiable and
falsifiable. In this case, a good understanding of the
circumstances and an accurate ranking to understand and
elaborate on the goals of state and non-state actors and real
opportunities for achieving those goals are needed.
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The (non) consolidation of Kosovo’s statehood:
The Brussels dialogue ten years after Kosovo’s
independence
Egzon Osmanaj
Abstract
The Kosovo-Serbia dialogue is one of the most important
processes that the Republic of Kosovo has been engaged since
its independence in 2008. However, from the beginning, the socalled Brussels dialogue has been characterized by the lack of
transparency, dishonesty, and ambiguity. This article
concentrates on the effect of the Brussels dialogue on the
consolidation of Kosovo‟s statehood. The article reveals that the
Kosovo-Serbia dialogue has damaged Kosovo‟s statehood
internally and weakened it externally. While in the domestic
aspect, the agreements reached in the dialogue have posed a
serious challenge for Kosovo‟s political and judicial systems, in
the international arena, the dialogue has been an obstruction to
Kosovo‟s efforts to consolidate its position in the international
relations. The Brussels dialogue is rather unique and
unprecedented for the state consolidation literature in the sense
that a democratic and sovereign state interferes, with the
support of all international actors, in the internal affairs and
organization of another democratic and sovereign country. This
article also shows the EU‟s impotence as a mediator in this
process.
Keywords: The Brussels dialogue, state
democratization, European Integration, Kosovo, EU
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Bilateral disputes between Kosovo and Serbia date back to
the early „90ies. Ever since Milosevic abrogated Kosovo‟s
autonomy in 1989, relations between Kosovo and Serbia have
gone from bad to worse, which eventually culminated with a
war in the late „90ies. The war ended with a NATO bombing
campaign against Milosevic‟s Yugoslavia, who preliminarily
refused to sign a peace agreement which would have ended the
conflict by giving Kosovo a substantial autonomy. After the
war, Kosovo spent almost nine years in a status quo: its status
was not defined while it remained a UN protectorate.
In 2005, negotiations on Kosovo‟s status between Kosovo
and Serbia under international mediation were initiated.
However, the so-called Vienna negotiations led only to the
unilateral declaration of independence by Kosovo, which did
not solve the disputes between the latter and Serbia.
Consequently, in 2011 a new process of dialogue between
Kosovo and Serbia started with the aim of addressing a few
technical issues, such as free movement or mutual recognition
of diplomas. Thus, the new dialogue between Kosovo and
Serbia was said to be only technical. In reality, the so-called
„Brussels dialogue‟ was political from the beginning.
This paper analyses the Brussels dialogue1 with regard to the
consolidation of Kosovo statehood internally, and in the
international arena2. Domestically, the dialogue has been
supposed to facilitate the integration of the Serb community in
Kosovo‟s institutional life and remove the influence of Serbia,
The dialogue between Kosovo and Serbia is being held in parallel at two
distinct levels: at the technical level and at the political level. Since these two
processes are tightly intertwined, and in order to avoid confusion, we
consider both levels of dialogue as a single process.
2 By “internal consolidation” we mean controlling all its territory, having
effective institutions and exercising sovereignty throughout its territory. By
“external consolidation” we mean equal representation and membership in
the international organizations, including the United Nations.
1
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which has been exercised through its parallel institutions and
activities in the Republic of Kosovo. Internationally, the
dialogue has been considered as a key tool which would
eventually pave the way for Kosovo‟s membership in
international organizations, including the UN, thus leading to
the full consolidation of the Kosovo statehood in the
international arena.
This paper argues that the dialogue has not contributed to
the strengthening of the Kosovo statehood internally, nor it has
contributed to the consolidation of the Republic of Kosovo as
an international actor. Rather, the dialogue has slowed down
the process of recognition of Kosovo‟s independence, since
countries that have doubts on the legality and legitimacy of the
independence of Kosovo are waiting for the dialogue epilogue,
hoping that it will clarify the situation. At the same time,
internally, the agreements which derive from the Brussels
dialogue, have only formalized the influence and presence of
Serbia in Kosovo, and have threatened Kosovo‟s internal
organization and its constitutional order.
The paper analyses the role of the EU in the process too,
which was deemed to be the facilitator, but in reality, it has
been the mediator from the beginning.
The paper starts by giving an overview of the Brussels
Dialogue from the beginning up to date. Then, it analyses the
approach of the EU to the dialogue. Moving on, the paper
discusses the first political agreement between Kosovo and
Serbia and the SAA between the EU and Kosovo. In the end, we
discuss the outcomes of the dialogue so far.

The Brussels dialogue: an overview
Shortly after the International Court of Justice‟s opinion on
whether the „unilateral declaration of independence by the
Thesis, no.1, 2018
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Provisional Institutions of Self-Government of Kosovo was in
accordance with international law‟, a UN resolution, sponsored
by Serbia and the 27 EU member states, was adopted calling for
a process of dialogue between Belgrade and Pristina, under the
EU facilitation (UN, 2010). Through this resolution, the UN
stressed that „[The General Assembly] Welcomes the readiness
of the European Union to facilitate a process of dialogue
between the parties; the process of dialogue in itself would be a
factor for peace, security, and stability in the region, and that
dialogue would be to promote cooperation, achieve progress on
the path to the European Union and improve the lives of the
people‟ (UN, 2010). The resolution came as a compromise text
between Serbia (who initially planned a resolution questioning
Kosovo‟s independence) and the European Union.
The dialogue‟s initial purpose has been to solve all open
issues between two countries and potentially be concluded
with a comprehensive legally-binding agreement, which would
eventually end the long-lasting conflict and normalize the
relations between the two countries (Bieber, 2015). The
normalization of the relations between Kosovo and Serbia is a
must for both countries in order to advance in their paths
towards European Integration (EU, 2018). In this context, a
legally-binding agreement between the two states is expected to
enable Kosovo to be part of the international organizations,
including the EU, thus leading to the full consolidation of the
Kosovo statehood in the international arena.
In the beginning, there was neither a clear roadmap of the
timeline nor a defined objective of the process. Rather, the
initial idea of the High Representative, Catherine Ashton, was
to promote a dialogue between the two countries in order to
reduce tensions, relax bilateral relations, and produce a
settlement of some key issues that have been real obstacles for
Kosovo (Bieber, 2015). Thus, the EU did not seek to resolve the
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question of Kosovo‟s statehood but sought to set it aside in
order to make some practical progress on the ground. But,
putting the issue of Kosovo‟s status aside led to a number of
consequences for the process of dialogue. More importantly, it
precluded the signing of formal agreements which would have
implied that agreements were legally binding (Bieber, 2015).
Hence, trying to avoid the question of status in order to achieve
tangible results, the EU, in fact, damaged the process itself and
the implementation of the agreements on the ground.
The Pristina-Belgrade3 dialogue began as a „technical
dialogue‟ because of the insistence of the Kosovo government
that “political dialogue is not on the table” Bajrami, 2013).
However, while this position changed over time, in reality, the
dialogue was political from the beginning. Similarly, the
Kosovo government‟s promise that internal state issues will not
be discussed with Serbia, turned out to be untrue, since many
internal issues, including issues related to the North of Kosovo,
were discussed and negotiated in the dialogue (Bajrami, 2013).
Nonetheless, since the process started as a technical one and the
issues to be discussed were technical, the negotiating teams
from both countries were not of the highest level. Serbian
delegation was led by Borko Stefanovic, appointed by the then
Serbia President, Boris Tadic, while the head of Kosovar
delegation was appointed Edita Tahiri, Deputy prime minister
and minister for dialogue.
The technical dialogue produced numerous agreements
which aimed to solve some non-political issues. However, over
time, it became clear that the implementation of the technical
agreements needs a degree of political will. Thus, a political
dialogue was inevitable. The political dialogue, which began in
the 2012 autumn, brought together prime ministers of two

3

This is the official name of the Brussels dialogue
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countries, Mr. Hashim Thaci of Kosovo and Mr. Ivica Dacic of
Serbia.
The Brussels dialogue has been characterized by tensions
and frequent interruption. The 2014 national elections in both
countries, the 2014 elections for the EU institutions and the 2016
Presidential elections in Serbia, have contributed to slowing
down the process. Also, domestic political tensions, in
particular in Kosovo, have paralyzed the dialogue for almost
two years (Koha Ditore, 2014). Nevertheless, up to date, over
23 agreements have been reached, even though most of them
have not been implemented yet.
From the beginning, the process has been criticized for the
lack of transparency and accountability (KDI, 2016). The lack of
transparency has been problematic because the ordinary people
have no idea how the implementation of the agreements will
affect their lives (KDI, 2016). Consequently, Kosovo citizens
from both communities lacked the willingness and readiness to
participate and facilitate the implementation of the agreements.
Furthermore, in many cases, they have resisted the
implementation of the dialogue agreements4. At the same time,
because of the top-down approach, the agreements have had a
small possibility to directly impact the ethnic reconciliation in
Kosovo, since those agreements can hardly be enforced in their
entirety without the support of the people for whom those
agreements are dedicated. Thus, the dialogue can be considered
more an “Elite pact-making” and exclusive process, rather than
an inclusive process that aims to deliver the real problems of
the inhabitants of Kosovo.

Such resistance has been noted in the case of Agreement on
Association/community of Serb municipalities and agreement for the
revitalization of the bridge in Mitrovica.
4
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Stability first, democracy second. Is the EU to blame?
The dialogue between Kosovo and Serbia is of great
importance for the EU itself. It was considered a good
opportunity for the newly established European External
Action Service, headed by Ashton, to achieve some positive
results in its early days. The dialogue has been also a test for the
EU mediation and „its ability to utilize the prospect of accession
to address protracted conflicts‟ (Bieber, 2015:290). Therefore,
the EEAS and particularly the High Representatives Ashton
and Mogherini have been maximally dedicated to the process.
However, the EU is showing its impotence to deal with such
a complicated and fragile process. As Bieber argues, the EU
top-down approach „left considerable room for divergent and
conflicting interpretations of key provisions‟ that resulted in a
lack of implementation of the agreements (Bieber, 2015:290).
Consequently, up to date, most of the agreements have not
been fully implemented or their implementation has not started
yet (See: Office of the PM, Reports on Dialogue). Furthermore,
the implementation of the agreements is also affected by the
EU‟s “creative ambiguity” approach, which portrayed success
where there was little (Bieber, 2015:297). Thus, the ambiguity of
the agreements reached between Serbia and Kosovo in the
dialogue, complicated their implementation, since both pairs
had their own version and interpretation of the agreements.
The EU approach to dialogue also led to a lack of transparency
and accountability, which is one of the weakest points of the
dialogue (Beha, 2015). The Kosovar public, civil society, and
even opposition parties and their MPs, in most cases, have been
informed by the media only after the agreements have been
signed (KDI, 2016). For instance, the former prime minister, Isa
Mustafa, reported only once during its term in the Kosovo
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Assembly on the issues concerning the Kosovo -Serbia dialogue
(KDI, 2018).
Another serious concern, with regard to the EU role in the
process, is that the dialogue and factors that affect it have taken
priority over the rule of law-based issues, including the
functionality of EULEX. Since the unpredictability of the
Kosovar leadership implicates a degree of uncertainty over the
stability of the region, EULEX has been instructed, and even
pressured from the Brussels, not to disturb the dialogue and
those involved (Jackson, 2015). Combating high-profile
corruption and organized crime, which would potentially
involve Kosovo‟s political elites, would pose a risk for
destabilization and also would eliminate the EU‟s negotiating
partners. Hence, certain elites, which are critical to the
dialogue, have received extra impunity from the EU and the
international community for the sake of stability (See:
Capussela, 2015). Moreover, by pushing Kosovo to be more
engaged in dialogue with the EU rather than with its own
parliament, the EU is undermining and damaging the strength
of the state that it is helping to build (Hoogenboom, 2011). At
the same time, by prioritizing the stability over
democratization, the EU is undermining its fundamental values
and its reputation as a normative actor.
To move on, the EU‟s inability to have a single voice and a
unified policy toward Kosovo is another feature that has
affected its role in the Brussels dialogue. The EU‟s role as a
mediator in the dialogue has been mostly defined by the five
EU countries that do not recognize Kosovo, thus hindering a
full and credible European perspective for Kosovo. The EU
„neutrality‟ towards Kosovo‟s independence has limited the EU
credibility in the eyes of Kosovar public and its authorities. But,
some European diplomats argue that by not recognizing
Kosovo‟s independence, the five EU countries “helped the EU
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become the best possible facilitator in the dialogue between
Belgrade and Pristina” (Quoted in Palokaj and Tuhina, 2016).
One of the highest EU officials involved in the facilitation of the
dialogue admits that “this is also an advantage because it enables us
[the EU] to be the best possible facilitator in the dialogue between
Kosovo and Serbia, by being neutral. We tell the Kosovars that their
independence is a done deal because the vast majority of EU member
states recognized them, and we tell the Serbs that five countries still
did not recognize Kosovo, and thus we are neutral towards status”
(Palokaj and Tuhina, 2016, p. 12).
Nonetheless, seeing from a positive point of view, the EU
has been able to link Serbia‟s EU accession and the status of
Kosovo through some EU members which „sought a more
constructive role for Serbia in relation to Kosovo as a
prerequisite to accepting Serbia‟s EU membership application‟
(Bieber, 2015, p. 298). Individually, Germany and the UK
conditioned Serbia‟s progress toward the EU with the progress
in Belgrade‟s dialogue with Kosovo, thus signaling that the
normalization of the relations with Kosovo is a must for Serbia
in order to consider its application for EU membership (Gazeta
Zëri, 2016). This ended the Serbian government‟s ambition to
decouple its EU accession process from its policy towards
Kosovo.
Thus, as we can note, the EU‟s involvement in the process
has been crucial as it meant that the dialogue between two
countries and their willingness to compromise have been
embedded in EU accession. For Kosovo, the SAA has been the
incentive offered by the EU while for Serbia the rewards have
been „status of candidate‟ and the opening of accession
negotiations.
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Looking for normalization: The Brussels agreement and
the normalization of the relations
During 2011 and 2012, Kosovo and Serbia reached several
technical agreements which would presumably improve the life
of Kosovo citizens, in particular, help the integration of
Kosovo-Serbs into the Kosovo institutional and social life.
Nevertheless, as we noted above, despite being considered as
technical, the implementation of these agreements needed a
degree of political will from both sides. Hence, in order to
ensure the necessary political will to implement the
agreements, parallel to the technical dialogue started a political
dialogue, as a process of for the normalization of relations. In
the political dialogue, both countries were represented by their
prime minister, and the importance given to the political level
overshadowed the technical dialogue.
Around sixth months after the political dialogue between
Kosovo and Serbia started, the first agreement of principles
governing the normalization of relations (which is known also
as the April or Brussels agreement) was achieved, by 19 April
2013, under the EU mediation (The first agreement of
principles, 2013). The April agreement has been considered as a
starting point for a long process of reconciliation and
normalization of the relations between Kosovo and Serbia,
which eventually will be concluded with a legally binding
agreement between two countries (Beha, 2015). At the same
time, the agreement has been considered a milestone in the
Kosovo-Serbia relations and a remarkable development for
both countries in their respective paths towards European
Integration (Bieber, 2015).
The April Agreement is of particular importance for the
process of normalization of relations between Kosovo and
Serbia since it is the first international agreement to be reached
54
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between Serbia and Kosovo, after the latter declared its
independence in 2008. Up to April 2013, all the agreements that
were reached in relation to Kosovo - Serbia conflict were done
between the international community and one of the parties,
but not between Serbia and Kosovo (Mehmeti, 2013). Therefore,
the April Agreement is a signal that Serbia has moved from its
previous position and can deal with Kosovo on equal terms.
From the Kosovo side, the April Agreement has been
considered as a “historic agreement” which represents the
“factual recognition” of Kosovo (Beha, 2015).
A particular feature of the April Agreement has been the socalled „creative ambiguity‟ which avoided a clear and direct
address of the status of Kosovo (Bieber, 2015). The parties are
considered as „sides‟ without further details and there is not
any indication concerning Kosovo‟s statehood. In fact, it was
only due to this creative ambiguity that the agreement was
possible to be reached. Otherwise, any direct or indirect
involvement of Kosovo‟s status would have hampered the deal.
However, looking from a different point of view, the Brussels
agreement touches some sensitive issues of the internal
organization of Kosovo, including the Justice, Police, and
provides the creation of Association/Community of Serb
Municipalities, which poses a direct threat to the unitary
system of the Republic of Kosovo (The first agreement of
principles, 2013). In its first six articles, the agreement
underlines general principles for the creation of the Community
of Serb municipalities. According to this arrangement, a
Community of Serb Municipalities shall be created in Kosovo,
which will have “full overview of the areas of economic
development, education, health, urban and rural planning”
(Ibid. Article 4). Furthermore, according to the second article of
the agreement, “the Community/Association will be created by
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statute [and] its dissolution shall only take place by a decision
of the participating municipalities” (Ibid. Article 2).
The idea of an autonomous Serb region in northern Kosovo
goes beyond the Ahtisaari plan. It challenges the principle of
multi-ethnic Kosovo that has been promoted by the
international community and which is at the core of the Kosovo
Constitution (Constitution of the Republic of Kosovo, 2008).
This argument has been supported also by the Constitutional
Court of Kosovo. On 23 December 2015, after the then President
of Kosovo, Atifete Jahjaga, brought a referral concerning the
compatibility of the ASM and its general principles/main
elements with the spirit of the Constitution to the
Constitutional Court of the Republic of Kosovo, the latter
decided that „the Principles as elaborated in the
"Association/Community of Serb majority municipalities in
Kosovo - general principles/main elements" are not entirely in
compliance with the spirit of the Constitution, Article 3
[Equality Before the Law], paragraph 1, Chapter II
[Fundamental Rights and Freedoms] and Chapter III [Rights of
Communities and Their Members] of the Constitution of the
Republic of Kosovo‟ (Constitutional Court, 2015). Ever since the
status of Association/Community has been „frozen‟.
It has been argued that the formation of the
Community/Association of Serb Municipalities means a de facto
Kosovo Serb government with conflicting legal guarantees by
Kosovo Constitution and the applicable law (KIPRED, 2013).
Jackson argues that ASM represents a „unified Serb political
entity, removed from the central system, with the power to
make legally binding decisions‟(Jackson, 2015:43). The
association/community (ASM) would have greater power in
the judiciary and the police. The ASM would have a regional
police commander, whose ethnicity must be Serb, and who will
be proposed by the ASM and approved by both Pristina and
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Belgrade (Ibid. p. 56). This is an unprecedented case when an
independent country concedes power in its own rule of law
matters to a foreign government.
Additionally, the Association/Community creates the third
level of power in Kosovo, something between the central and
local power. The April agreement provides the ASM with full
competencies in education (actually it is the competence of the
Ministry of Education), economic development (it is the
competence of municipalities), health (it is the competence of
the Ministry of Health), and urban and rural planning (it is the
competence of Ministry of Environment and Spatial Planning)
(Beha, 2015). The Law on Local Self-Government states that
“Such associations may offer to its members a number of
services, including training, capacity building, technical
assistance as well as research on municipal competencies and
policy recommendation in accordance with law” (Beha 2015, p.
115). But, such associations, for instance, the Association of
Municipalities in Kosovo, do not have any executive power and
are qualified as NGOs. Therefore, as Beha rightly points out,
„the 19 April Agreement reinforces a third level of “stronger”
power in Kosovo, because the Association of Serb
Municipalities, as the third level of governance in Kosovo,
would have extensive powers, which the Association of
Municipalities in Kosovo does not possess‟ (Ibid. p. 118).
The ASM is also in contradiction with the European Charter
of Local Self-Government to whom the agreement refers.
Instead of bringing the institutional services closer to the
citizens, what the basic principle of the charter, subsidiarity,
requires, the formation of ASM means exactly the opposite:
centralizing the institutional services and decision-making
(ECLSG, 1985).
Besides these arguments, there is also the danger of this
entity being captured and controlled by Serb radicals. This fear
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is related to another „creature‟ of the April agreement, Lista
Srbska. Aiming to motivate the integration and participation of
the Kosovo Serbs in Kosovo elections and institutions, Lista
Srpska was established, based on the agreement between the
then Prime Ministers, Thaci, and Dacic. However, while the
formation of Srbska Lista was meant to help Kosovo Serbs to
integrate into Kosovo institutions and be better represented, in
fact, the formation of Srbska Lista proved the opposite.
In the 2013 local elections, Lista Srbska based in, and
controlled by Belgrade, won all but one Serb majority
municipality in Kosovo. Thus, beyond the North, Lista Srbska
enabled the Serbian government to extend its control in the
Southern Serb majority municipalities, too. Moreover, by
labeling Kosovo Serb politicians as loyal partners of Kosovo
government, Lista Srbska, helped by local media, initiated a
campaign against them, thus eliminating them from the
political scene (Gazeta Express, 2017). In this way, instead of
supporting Kosovo Serb politicians, who have continuously
been engaged in advancing the interest of Kosovo Serbs
through the integration and participation in the Kosovo
institutional and social life, the Brussels dialogue penalized
them and established a new elite of Serb politicians in Kosovo,
hard-core nationalists and controlled by Belgrade.
Another important feature of the April agreement is
judiciary. The agreement provides that as part of the
integration of the parallel judicial authorities within the Kosovo
legal framework, a department of the Appellate court in
Pristina, composed of a majority of Kosovo Serbs judges, will
be established in the Mitrovica North (Agreement on Justice,
2015). This department/panel will deal with all Kosovo Serb
majority
municipalities.
By
establishing
a
special
department/panel of the Appellate court, composed of Serbs
and Albanians only, the agreement conflicts with the Kosovo
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constitutional principle of non-discrimination based on
ethnicity (Constitution of the Republic of Kosovo, 2008).
Furthermore, the functioning of a department/panel of
Appellate Court, who will have jurisdiction only over the
Kosovo Serbs, encroachments on Kosovo‟s unitary legal system.
The agreement also was meant to dismantle the Serbian parallel
institution in northern Kosovo. In fact, it only legitimized those
structures by integrating them into the Kosovo legal framework
(Mehmeti, 2013). Before this agreement, Belgrade had a strong
influence in the North of Kosovo that was criticized and
opposed by both Kosovo and the international community.
Through the April agreement, Serbia not only legitimized its
influence in the North of Kosovo but also extended its influence
in the South (Beha, 2015).
Finally, the April agreement is only „a drop in the ocean‟
since the normalization of relations between Kosovo and Serbia
is still far away with the latter continuing to block Kosovo in
the international arena. The dialogue in general and the April
agreement, in particular, have failed to address the most
important issues between two countries, including transitional
justice, particularly the fate of missing people. Even worse,
these and other dealing with the past issues between Kosovo
and Serbia are not expected to be addressed during the next
phase of the dialogue, which eventually will conclude this
process.

Stabilization and Association Agreement (SAA)
For both countries, the EU facilitated dialogue came ahead of
the beginning of their EU integration processes. Thus, strong
incentives of both Kosovo and Serbia to show their willingness
to move toward the EU has been a key factor that enabled some
concessions concerning the Kosovo-Serbia relations. As the
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main reward, Serbia was offered the opening of the accession
talks while Kosovo was offered a Stabilization and Association
Agreement, which has been considered of a particular
importance for Kosovo since it is the first contractual agreement
between Kosovo and the EU.
The Stabilization and Association Agreement (SAA)
negotiations with Kosovo started in October 2013, as a reward
for the „April agreement‟ with Serbia earlier that year. The SAA
was initiated in July 2014 while it was signed one year later,
roughly two years after the start of the negotiations. It has been
Kosovo‟s main benefit from the dialogue so far.
The SAA is the first formal step towards the EU integration,
thus, besides the rhetoric that Kosovo has a European future,
the signing of the SAA was the first practical step in this regard.
It is also of a particular importance for the EU-Kosovo relations
since, as we noted above, it is the first contractual agreement
between the parties. The SAA provides a great opportunity for
Kosovo to access the EU market. At the same time, its
implementation will produce significant results for Kosovo in
other realms too. The EU Stabilization and Association
Agreement will benefit Kosovo‟s economy, rule of law,
education, industry, environment, energy system, and many
other realms. Moreover, besides these positive effects, its
positive impact on trade with the EU and helping in the
harmonization of the Kosovo legislation with the acquis
communautaire, the SAA is a very important instrument in the
fight against trafficking, money laundering, and terrorism
(Palokaj and Tuhina, 2016, p. 9). Therefore, the full
implementation of the SAA will change the country for the
better. As Palokaj and Tuhina (2016) rightly argue, the SAA
undoubtedly has historical significance without any
exaggeration, since it finally closes the long and difficult
process of establishing a contractual relationship between the
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latter and the Union. Meanwhile, by concluding the SAA with
Kosovo, the EU closes a very long process that started at the
end of 2000.
Another important feature to be mentioned is that despite
the EU‟s neutrality towards Kosovo, the EU was able to sign the
SAA agreement with Kosovo5. Thus, the case of the SAA
proved that if Kosovo complies with the EU requirements, the
Union –despite lacking a unified policy towards Kosovo- is able
to find a practical solution for Kosovo in order to advance its
EU integration process.
Nevertheless, besides these positive effects, there are some
concerns with regard to Kosovo‟s SAA, which is different from
those of the other countries in the region. Palokaj and Tuhina
(2016) argue that the fact that this agreement is distinct from
similar EU agreements with other countries in legal terms
constitutes a matter of concern for Kosovo‟s full integration into
the EU. For instance, the EU does not take over the obligation to
advance the rapprochement with Kosovo, as is the case with
other countries (Ibid.). In Serbia‟s or Albania‟s SAA, the chapter
on political dialogue highlights the full integration into the
community of democratic nations and a gradual
rapprochement towards the EU, as some of the objectives of the
dialogue (Ibid. pp 15-16). In the case of Kosovo, there is not a
clear reference that SAA leads to Kosovo‟s full integration into
the EU, as it was stipulated in other cases (Palokaj and Tuhina,
2016, p. 16). These discrepancies, which exist due to statusrelated legal obstacles, will make it impossible for Kosovo to

The SAA with Kosovo was only possible thanks to the Lisbon treaty, which
conferred legal personality to the EU meaning that the Commission can sign
international agreements on its own, thus avoiding ratification by member
states. Was the agreement to be ratified by the EU member states, it would
have been „mission impossible‟ because of the five EU members who do not
recognize Kosovo‟s statehood
5
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take the following formal step that each country took after
signing the stabilization and association agreement: submitting
a request for the EU membership.
Moreover, the clause “should circumstances so permit”
follows when the agreement mentions some crucial objectives.
For instance, the article 11 on political dialogue states that
political dialogue „is intended to promote in particular
Kosovo‟s participation in the international democratic
community‟, followed by the sentence „should objective
circumstances so permit‟ (SAA, 2015). This makes Kosovo‟s EU
integration perspective rather ambiguous and vague. At the
same time, instead of European integration, in the case of
Kosovo, the term used is „European perspective‟ which is a
broader and vague term (Palokaj and Tuhina, 2016). Besides
this, since the possibility of membership is reserved only for
states, and the EU does not formally recognize Kosovo as a
state, even the full implementation of the SAA will not
guarantee a clear European Integration perspective. This
ambiguous approach has also been used in the latest
enlargement strategy by the European Commission (EC, 2018).
However, it is important to underline that the SAA is not the
warranty to be integrated into the EU. Obviously, it is a good
benefit and opportunity to fulfill the conditions and standards
required to become a full EU member. Nonetheless, the SAA is
a necessary but not a sufficient condition for EU accession, in
particular, in case of Kosovo and Serbia, where the unresolved
territorial disputes and tense relations constitutes a major
obstacle for both countries in their paths toward the European
integration. The full normalization of relations between Kosovo
and Serbia has been reemphasized in the 2018 enlargement
strategy as a key precondition for both countries in order to
advance in their respective EU integration paths (EC, 2018).
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The outcomes of the dialogue
When the dialogue between Pristina and Belgrade began in
March 2011 there was not a defined objective of the process.
The whole process started as an effort to reduce tensions and
eventually produce a settlement of some key issues that were
real obstacles for Kosovo (Bieber, 2015). At the same time, the
newly established diplomatic office in Brussels, External Action
Service, was eager for a success in its early days and the
dialogue between Pristina and Belgrade provided such an
opportunity (Bieber, 2015). However, the results of the dialogue
are rather complicated. Indeed, the situation on the ground,
particularly in the North of Kosovo, has started to improve
albeit very slowly. Nonetheless, most of the agreements
between the parties, including the 19 April agreement are still
far from being implemented.
The implementation of the agreements from the dialogue has
turned out to be a major problem. Out of 23 agreements
reached so far, only four of them have been fully implemented,
while the vast majority of the others have stagnated in the first
stage of implementation or their implementation has not
started at all. Thus, the implementation of most agreements is
either ambiguous or delayed. Serbia‟s parallel structures are
still active while the Serbs of Kosovo are not yet „sufficiently
integrated into Kosovo's system‟ (EP, 2017, p. 2). Similar
problems have been noticed with the implementation of the
2015 energy deal, which has been delayed, and the agreement
on telecommunication which has only recently started to
implement (Ibid.). Meanwhile, some positive results have been
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noted in other topics discussed in Brussels, such as the IBM
agreement6.
The difficulties in the implementation of the agreements
reached during the Brussels dialogue are a result of numerous
factors. First, the lack of implementation is a result of the
exclusion of the local Serbs who are feeling abandoned by the
Serbian government and also excluded from the government of
Kosovo (Beha, 2015). They have refused to be part of the
implementation process of the agreements reached in Brussels
since influenced by the Serbian nationalist media and public
discourse, they believe that these agreements lead to the
recognition of Kosovo‟s statehood by Serbia and Kosovo Serbs.
Thus, where possible, they have hampered the implementation
of the agreements and often accused Serbia of „selling Kosovo
and Kosovo Serbs” (OBCT, 2010).
Second, the other factor that has negatively affected the
implementation of the dialogue agreements is the so-called
„creative ambiguity‟. By using this approach, the EU left to both
parties‟ discretion to interpret the agreements in the way they
want. This dual interpretation of the same agreements has been
used by the EU in order to reach practical results, thus avoiding
issues that would be an obstacle, such as the question of
Kosovo‟s status. This approach has been very fruitful in
achieving agreements in different areas, but it has been proven
to be a serious problem when it comes to the implementation
stage. However, some argue that less ambiguous agreements
would have been impossible to be reached (Van Der Borgh, Le
Roy, & Zweerink, 2016).
Except for these problems with the implementation, the
dialogue also has failed so far to solve the issue of Kosovo‟s
The IBM abbreviation has two meanings: Integrated border management,
for Kosovo, and Integrated boundary management for, Serbia. This dual
interpretation is due to the so-called „creative ambiguity‟ approach by the EU.
6
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representation and consolidation in the international arena.
Kosovo‟s applications in international organizations such as the
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) have been hindered by Serbia‟s
campaign against Kosovo‟s membership. Serbia‟s campaign
and lobbying against Kosovo have also been major obstacles for
Kosovo‟s potential UN membership. While part of the 19 April
agreement has been a commitment by both countries to not
block their counterpart‟s path towards EU integration, no effort
has been made by the EU to push Serbia to do the same when it
comes to Kosovo‟s UN membership. On the other hand,
Kosovo has been powerless to pressure the EU to achieve any
agreement or commitment by Serbia that would have paved the
way for Kosovo‟s UN membership. However, it is surprising
how Kosovo has not been more persistent in its demand to
achieve a practical solution that would enable the country to
become a UN member since the UN membership is of vital
importance for the consolidation of the statehood
internationally (Mehmeti, 2013).
On the other hand, the Brussels dialogue has produced
results which have been a real challenge for the unitary system
of the Republic of Kosovo. The agreement on Justice and the
arrangement for the creation of the ASM, are the best examples.
Moreover, the Brussels dialogue, instead of integrating Kosovo
Serbs into the Kosovo institutional and social life, it has
contributed to a bigger segregation based on ethnic lines,
between Kosovo Albanians and Kosovo Serbs.

Conclusion
The Brussels dialogue has neither contributed to the
strengthening of Kosovo‟s statehood internally nor has it
contributed in consolidating it internationally. The Republic of
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Kosovo is still struggling to control and exercise its sovereignty
in some part of the country while in the international arena, it
has been blocked by Serbia in all its attempts to join
international organizations.
At the same time, the dialogue has been characterized by a
lack of transparency and accountability, which has weakened
its credibility and delegitimized it. The dialogue has been rather
a closed process and Kosovo governments have avoided
discussions and debates on this topic. Moreover, being
considered as an “elite pact-making” process, the dialogue has
lacked credibility and support from the citizens in Kosovo.
Therefore, most of the agreements that have been reached in
the Brussels have not been implemented. The lack of
implementation is also a result of ambiguity, lack of
transparency and in some cases because the agreements are in
conflict with the constitutional order. In this context, the April
agreement, which has been considered as a milestone in the
Kosovo-Serbia relations, has been rather contradictory. The
principles highlighted in this agreement and the arrangements
that derived from the April agreement have threatened
Kosovo‟s internal organization and constitutional order. The
agreement on establishing the Association/Community of Serb
Municipalities has been proved unconstitutional, while the
agreement on the Judiciary has threatened Kosovo‟s unitary
legal system. Additionally, the dialogue between Pristina and
Belgrade is giving Serbia strong formal and informal roles in
Kosovo, leading to a de facto degree of shared sovereignty in
parts of Kosovo.
Meanwhile, the EU role in the process has been rather
contradictory. While it has been actively engaged in the
process, by prioritizing stability over rule of law and
democratization, it has undermined the democratization and
the rule of law in Kosovo. Furthermore, the lack of a unified
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policy towards Kosovo (because of the five EU members who
do not recognize Kosovo), has prevented the EU from
demanding the recognition of Kosovo independence by Serbia.
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The Administrative System of Cities in Kosovo
during the XVI-XVIII centuries
Isuf Ahmeti
Abstract
The period from the 16th to the early 18th century marks a new
stage with new historical conditions and circumstances for the
Albanians. The Albanian society had lost a significant part of
the human vital forces and had been stripped to some extent by
the craftsmen, traders, and cultural ones. On the other hand,
the new economic and political phenomena that originated and
acted after the Ottoman conquest, such as the generalization of
the timar regime as units with separate natural economies, the
ongoing wars and military expeditions to strengthen Ottoman
power, the putting into service of the enemy and the Albanian
feudal lords, the great political-administrative fragmentation,
etc., became the main causes that slowed the pace of the
country's economic, social and cultural development, which
influenced the slowdown in the dynamics of different aspects
of life.
Archival research on writing this study also focuses on funds of
Oriental, Cyrillic and Latin manuscripts stored in the libraries
of Kosovo, Albania, Macedonia etc. The study analysis is also
based on archival research of oriental funds in Pristina,
Sarajevo, and Skopje. However, first-hand sources for drafting
this paper remain the ones that have been researched in
Turkey's archives, especially in Istanbul and Ankara. In the
context of this scientific research, a special interest is also the
confrontation of the historical theses of Albanian
historiography with Serbian historiography.
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The work of this research suggests that it offers rich source
material. It deals with a chronology and approach to the use of
contemporary scientific-methodological techniques.
Keywords: Vilayet of Kosovo, Sandzak, Administration, Territory,
Prizren.

During the XVI-XVIII centuries, Kosovo's cities had inherited
features of autochthonous life, but at the time these features,
though with difficulty, were intertwined with oriental elements
from Ottoman invaders. So, the cities of Kosovo of this time, as
is known, were developed under the influence of two great
oxidistic Christian and Oriental-Islamic civilizations, of which
not only took but also contributed to the development of them.
Given that Kosovo's cities at that time received new features
and that they were not sufficiently dedicated to these aspects,
the topic in question will shed light on the dark component of
this controversy, and that the issue remains too much to be
treated.

Administrative System of Kosovo cities during Ottoman
Empire
The administrative system of the Ottoman Empire was
created under the influence of the administrative regulation of
the Byzantine Empire. Before becoming an emperor, the
Ottoman state had a simple administration. For a whole
century, it has been an in-principality. As such, there could be
no eyaltes as an administrative unit but split into a territorial
political unit - in the Sandzakj. With the invasion of Bursa, the
Ottoman state created an eyalet-Anatolian eyalet, with the
Beylabean in charge. The first beylerbeys of that eyalet were the
sons of Ottoman ruler Orhan Gazi, before Sylejman Pasha and
then Murat Bey (Murati I). After the invasion of Eden (1363),
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the Ottoman state became the emperor and the Ottoman
Empire was divided into two eyalets - the Rumelian eyalet
(Rum - or the Romans' land, so the Turks called the Balkans)
and the Anatolian Empire small). The center of Rumelia's
Eyalism was once the Eden (1362 or 1371) and then Galipoli
and Plovdiv; from the century. From XV century the center had
moved to Sofia to finally it‟s center to become Monastery. The
eyalets were later called vilayets, while bejlerbeu was called
vali.
The expansion of the Ottoman Empire, after the invasions of
the Ottoman Empire, XV, made it necessary to change its state
organization. To put it on a more stable administrative and
legal basis, during the reign of Sultan Suleyman II Lawmaker
(1520-1566), a new organization of the state was carried out and
the existing laws were revised and supplemented by other
ordinances in accordance with the new conditions, with the aim
of achieving the centralization of power in the hands of the
sultan.
In the sixteenth century, after its conquest in the European
part, it had established four vilayets: Rumelia, Timisoara, Buda,
and Bosnia. Rushiti (2004, p. 13) states that "this divide with
unchanged changes remained in force until 1839, the year of the
proclamation of the Tanzimat Reforms". Therefore, the Balkan
Peninsula provinces were included in three eyalets: Bosnia's
eyalet on the north of the peninsula, Rumelia's eyaltet in the
center and Sea eyalet on the Aegean Sea islands and on a part
of the southern coast. So, the organization of the Empire from
the top and bottom of the political-administrative point of view
has been divided into eyalets or bejlerbejllëqe, bejlerbejllëqet
into sandzaks, sandzaks into kadiluks or kaza, kazas in nahije
and nahije in the villages.
We have noticed that during the Ottoman conquest period,
the establishment of Ottoman administration in European
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regions was a gradual process. Between the region organized as
a sandzaak under the direct Ottoman rule and the open area for
holy war, it was an amortization area, whether a border region
or a vassal state. The beylers at the border were more
independent of the central government than those who were
closer to the capital and came from families like Evranuz
Ogulari or Mihal Ogulari, who led the government on the basis
of inheritance. The position of these beylers in the Ottoman
Empire was similar to the position of Osman Gaz under
Seldzuks. The Spahines in their regions were usually slaves or
their servants. Inalxik (2010, pp. 200-201) states that "In
Ottoman states, the Ottomans sometimes gave dynasties
autonomy in domestic affairs, but forced them to pay annual
taxes and provide additional forces for war campaigns. They
preferred some regions to remain as a border or vassal
principality."

Vuciterrna and Mitrovica during Ottoman
Administration
From the Brankovic province, which the Turks finally
conquered in 1455, a sandzak was first established, named
Vëllk viyalet , and later the Sandzak of Vuçiternë or Prishtina.
By the end of the century. XVI, the seat of this sandzak was in
Vucitern. Whereas, in the European part of the Ottoman
Empire there were only three Sandzaks. "In 1526-1528,
according to the Turkish defters, there were 31 sandzaks. In the
year 1540, there were 40 sandzaks in Rumelia's environs. Later,
their number again decreases because new features are formed.
According to Ali Çaushi (1653), Rumelia's Eyalet had 24
sandzaks, while in the time of Abdul Qadir, kazasker of
Rumelia (1667), there were 22 sandzaks. (Rizaj 1969, pp. 709710)
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Mitrovica until the XVI century has been in the district of
Zvečan's nahije. Since the middle of the XVI century begins the
history of Mitrovica, as a special nahije of the first decades of
the seventeenth century it turns into a special cadillac. Not only
the travelers of the century. XVII and XVIII, but also Haxhi
Kallfa, believes that Mitrovica is the border of Bosnia and
beyond Rumelia. This is also evidenced by Çelebi (1967, pp.
266-268). He says that "Mitrovica is the border between the
Bosnian and Rumelian Empires, respectively Zvecan is the
place where Bosnia's Elaimi ends."
Rizaj (1969, p. 710) states that "According to the testimonies
of travelers from the XVI and XVII centuries and Turkish
geographer Hadzi Kallfa, Mitrovica was on the border between
Bosnia and Rumelia. This means that part of its wider space
was incorporated into the Sandzak of Vuçitërna, which suffered
numerous changes; there were some names and it was in the
composition of all the neighboring pashalas to finally reunite
with that of Rumelia. Beside Vuçitërna, this important urban
settlement in Kosovo, this sandzak, has also met the wellknown mines Novobërdë and Trepça. Judged according to a
farm man of Mehmed II of 1479, Trepça should have stayed
evenkadiu ".
So, given the resources known to us, we conclude that
today's territory of Kosovo during the XV, XVI, and XVII
centuries was in the range of three andzaks: Vučitrna, Prizren
and Dukagjini, excluding the part of Mitrovica and Zvecan,
which belonged to the Bosniak pashallik(eyalet) and the part of
Kaçanik which belonged to Vilajet, respectively Sandzak of
Skopje (from the middle of the 16th century).
On the other hand, Sandzak of Prizren and Dukagjini have
included territories that are now outside the framework of
today's Kosovo. The mentioned sandzaks were bordered with
the Sandzak of Skopje, Qystendil, Sofia, Krusevac, Bosnia and
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Ohrid. According to a short debut from the time of "Mehmet II
the Conqueror, which gives the condition of timars in the
subashllëqe of Vuçitërna, Llapi, Upper Obrovac, Prishtina,
Morava and Topolnica, we can conclude that the Vuçitërna
Sandzak is formed at the time of Mehmet II's rule, because the
mentioned subashllëqe are in the Sandzak of Vuçitërna (Rizaj,
1969).
At the beginning of the 16th century, Vuçitërna, Pristina and
Novo Brdo were under the Sandzak of Shkodra, but in the first
decades of the 16th century (1520-1530), Vucitrna again appears
as a special sandzak, stretching from the banks of the Sitnica
and Nerodime rivers to the mountains of Kopaonik and
Gollaku (east of Podujevo), and south to Karadak of Skopje,
including the main centers: Pristina, Vuçitërna, Trepça and
Novobërdë. Vucitrna itself in 1527/28 has been a sanxhakbeut
and had five Christian neighborhoods.
In the administrative-military aspect, the Sandzak of
Vucitrnna was divided into nahije which featured the smaller
regular administrative-territorial units and military units of the
Ottoman Empire. The number of nahije of Sandzak of Vucitrn
was never the same. By the end of the XVI century in this
sanxhak were marked over 30 nahije of different sizes, from 1-2
villages to those with over 300 villages. In the administrativejudicial aspect, Sandzak of Vucitrnna was divided into
cadillaias or kaza. Based on the Ottoman sources known to
date, we see that the disadvantages in this sandzak were
introduced from the first half of the XVI century. (Rizaj, 1988, p.
67).
After 1540, the Vuçitern Sandzak joined the Budim's eyalet,
but in the mid of 16th century, according to Venetian sources, is
again mentioned under the administration of Sofia-based
Rumelia Bejlerbeut. In 1544 the nahija of Llap (Mehmed Pasha's
has), that of Morava, Toplica and Belasica still remained in the
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domain of the Sandzak of Vuçitërna. Vuciternia's revenue
captured 20,132 acres. In Vuçitërna's life there have been haset
of Rumelia's Beylerbey, Kara Mehmed Pasha. On the contrary,
in 1554, the Fermanians testify that the Vuçitërna Sandzak is
still in the domain of Bejlerbeu of Buda, whereas in 1560 nahija
Obiliq is in the direction of Sandzak of Vuçitërna. Even
financial laws from Sultan Selim II occupy the Sandzak of
Vucitrn. (Rizaj, 1988).
Thus, "Vuciternas sandzak administratively belonged to the
Rumelia's Empire by 1541, when it was associated with the
newly formed Budim‟s eyalet. Within this era remains
something before 1565 since we do not find it in a census of the
Budim's Sandzak from that year. Of course, then this sandzak
had returned again within the Rumelian eyalet. For a period of
time this sandzak belonged to Timishoara's eyalet, then very
briefly to Buddhist, until in 1582 it was again returned to the
Rumelian eyalet, within which remains until the end of its
existence as a special sandzak, by the end of the XVII century"
(Zirojević, 1974, pp. 93-94).
From the aspect of territorial expansion, Sandzak of
Vucitrnna is accounted for as a relatively large, rich and
extremely important geographic sanatorium, both strategicmilitary and commercial. By abstracting some small territorial
changes, it is estimated that this sandzak throughout its
existence in the northeast was bordered by the Sandžak of
Krusevac, south-east with that of Qystendil, in the southern
part with the Pasha-sandzak and the Sandzak of Prizren, in the
west with Sandzak of Dukagjini and that of Shkodra.
According to a note by N. Todorov (1960, pp. 211-212) it is
assumed that "the Vuçitërna Sandzak from the late XVcentury
had a surface area of 5670 sq. Km. "" The administrative center
of the Sandzak of Vucitërn was Vucitrna, while in a small
number of Ottoman defenses as the center of this sandzak
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besides Vucitërn is mentioned Prishtina. For this reason, this
sandzak during its existence was sometimes also called the
Sandzak of Pristina, because the seat of some Sandzakbayers
was also in Pristina (in addition to Vucitërnës) "(Rizaj, 1988, p.
67).
Starting from the cadastral defters of the 15th and 16th
centuries, it is evident that nahija, in addition to its militaryadministrative character, embodies the economic character as
well. The largest number of properties within the nahije of
Vuçitërna Sandžak were the timeshare of the spaniards, but
there were not few in number the zeametet of senior officials
and the sultan's and viziere's hase.
"The number of nahijeof Sandzak of Vucitrn was never the
same. At first this sanxhak had only 8 nahije, whereas in the
second half of the 17th century the number of them was
increased to 30. The increase in the number of nahije was the
result, in most cases, of the breaking of those nahije that were
counted as large, in order to ease their administration especially
at the time the timbre system began to experience its first crises.
The fundamental characteristic of the new nahije, that is to say,
of those who came up in the 16th century, was that those nahije
compared to the nahije of the fifteenth century were much
smaller." (Rizaj, 1988, p. 74).
Thus, During the 15th and 16th centuries in the framework
of the Sandzak of Vuçitërna are mentioned these nahije:
Tërgovishta, Kllopotniku, Dollci, Morava, Vuçitërna,
Topollnica, Prishtina, Llapi, Novobërda, Ubic, Karatonllu,
Zagorja, Bërkovishta, Prizren (Perzerin) , Sitnica, Dobričani,
Zvecan, Bellasica, Gllama, Jasenovic, Muçibaba, Banja,
Leskovac, Ostrovica, Trebushnica, Bugarska, Kezmina, Stara
Dosla, Sreska, Trepca and Gollaku.
During the XVI and XVII centuries in the frame of the
Sandzak of Vuçitërn, these cadres (kaza) emerged: Novobërdë,
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Prishtina, Belasica (Kosovo), Vuçitërna, Prokupla, Janjeva,
Morava, Karatonllu and Trepça. Certain determination of the
territorial extent of each nahije and kaza of Vuciterna
Sandzakcan only be done when all kinds of defters are detected
and interpreted, especially those of the XVI and XVII centuries.
The Spahines, zaimet, and other functionaries of the Sandzak of
Vuçitërna mostly come from the local population. Ottoman
sources indicate that this sandzak was inhabited by diverse
populations (Albanians, Slavs, Vlachs, Turks, Gypsies, etc.) of
Muslim, Orthodox, and Catholic confessions.
After the formation of the Bosnian bejlerbejllëk in 1580,
Vuciterna's Sandzak joined it and remained in its frame of
residence until 1607, when again it was returned to the Rumelia
bejlerbejllëk. "Relying on two fermans, from 1581 and 1583, we
see that the Sandzakbey of Vucitrn was Mustafa Beu, who was
also the Akinxhi Beg".
Ajni Ali (1610), then Haxhi Kallfa (from the middle of the
XVII century), Sandzak of Vushtrri together with Pristina
present them in the domain of the Rumelia eyalet. In other
words, according to Haxhi Kallfë, the Vuçitërna Sandzak had
six cadillac: Vuçitërna, Pristina, Kosovo, Janjeva, Morava and
Novobërdë. Evlia Çelebi, who visits Kosovo in 1661, mentions
Vuçitërna as the headquarters of the sandzakbeu and
underlines that with her own cadres (Prishtina and Novobërdë)
is located in the Rumelia eyalet. According to the "Rumble
Cadastre Recording (1667) within the Sandzak of Vucitrn there
are counted the following cadastres: Pristina, Prokuplje,
Novobërda, Morava, Janjeva and Koriça.
A Turkish source, by the end of the XVII century, (1699), in
the Sandzak of Vučitrna marks the following cadastres:
Pristina, Morava, Novobërdë, Janjevë and Trepça. It is not yet
established when Vuçitërna's Sandzak was extinguished and its
headquarters went to Pristina. This sandzak, in the XVII
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century, is also called Sandzak of Pristina, perhaps because of
the reason that sometimes in Pristina was the seat of the
Sandzak of Vuçitërna.
Some data from the middle of the XVII century for Mitrovica
speak of a border country of the Bosnian eyalet versus the
Rumelia eyalet. The Bosnian emancipation also belonged to the
Brvenica cadaster on Ibër. "This cadil is mentioned in the
recordings of 1667 and 1745, in which an older state is reflected.
In its composition, the city of Zvecan also entered. Officially,
this was called Mitroviçaxhik (Little Mitrovica), just like
Mitrovica itself (Rizaj, 1988).
Even in the 18th century, "Kadilje of Mitrovica entered the
composition of the Bosnian eyalet and consisted of the nahije of
Mitrovica and Zvecan. By the end of the XVII century, the
Sandzak of Vucitrna was suppressed and its territory joined the
Sandzak of Skopje. Trepça also met this sandzak, which
included Pristina, Old Banja, Novi Pazar, Hisar, Llap, Morava,
Vuçitërna, Bellasica, and Janjeva. Later the Vuçitërna Sandzak
is again mentioned as an independent administrative unit
"(Šabanović, 1943, pp. 340, 354-355, 365).

Prizren, Peja, and Gjakova during Ottoman
Administration
According to some data from Turkish researchers Gökbilgin
(p.10) which states that "Prizren at the beginning of the XVI
century was temporarily the sandzak of Shkodra, but in a
demographic deaf of 1520-1535, Prizren appears as an
independent sandzak. It means in the first decades of the XVI
century borders of this sandzak looked like this: the White Drin
Valley, the upper valley of the Iber River and Lim and Novi
Pazar. Whereas according to the 1530 deportees of the
administrative division of the Rumelia Eyalet, the Sandzak of
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Prizren together with the Albanian Hasin, located in the
vicinity, is divided into four quarters. "Meanwhile, according to
the Registration of 1528, the Sandzak of Prizren had three kaza:
Prizren, Tërgovishten (Rozhaja) and Foca (Rizaj S, 1984, p. 714).
Whereas, "Representatives of Venice in the mid-XVI century
Prizren is referred to as the Sandzak of Rumelia. The Sandzak
of Prizren, as seen by the important defters (muhim), also in the
years 1554-1571 is found in the composition of the Rumelian
Eyalet, under which were these nahije: Tegovishta and Bihor"
(Rizaj, S. 1984).
In conclusion, we have no accurate data as to when the
Sandzak of Prizren was formed, but it should be assumed that
this has happened not far from the conquest since Dukagjini
Sandzak was formed later. It seems that with the invasion of
the southern parts of the Serbian Despot, the Turks formed
three snakes: Vucitërna, Prizren and Alaxha Hisarin
(Krushevcin), which belonged to the Sofia-based Rumelian
eyalet. However, it is now difficult to say which nahije have
entered, on the occasion of formation, in the Sandzak of
Prizren, since frequent administrative changes have taken
place. Of the sources found so far, some reliable information is
provided by "Prizren Kanunname of 1570. It is mentioned these
nahije: Prizren, Hoça (Hoça nayesi), Thergovisht, Therthernes
and Bihor" (Kaleshi, 1957). According to Novakovic (1892, 5658) "Sandzak of Prizren included in the seventeenth century
these cadres: Prizren, Suharekë, Havas Prizren, Firjova
(Firçova), Bihor and Targovishte".
Thus, "The boundary between the Sandzak of Prizren and
Dukagjini was the western boundary of the River Bridge at
Vezir Bridge, so Bruti, where they meet White and black Drin
have met Luma, therefore the Sandzak of Prizren.It should be
added that Luma, though it belonged to Prizren, was not a
cadillai or nahije in this period." (Kaleshi, 1961, p. 502). For the
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Cadillac Havas Prizren, Haxhi Kallfa says it is a special cadillac
belonging to this sandzak.
From the Istanbul State Archives documents Mühimme
Defterleri (BBA, No. 8, 266) it is seen, on the other hand, that
"This cadillac is also called Havass-humayun (royal
honeysuckle) and Gora-Havas-Prizren (Gora and Haset of
Prizren), or only Haslar (Haset). Thus, from a document of
1576, to the beavers of some of the Rumelia sandzaks, it is
required to depart with armies against the insurgents in the
villages of Hasi in the Kremlin of Prizren, who had revolted
and looted the animals of the population "In one" of 1585,
orders are given to the cadres of Ohrid, Tetovo and Dibra to
capture the rebels who had plundered the vizier of Koxha
Sinan Pasha in the abyss of Prizren and had taken horses, sheep
and goats (BBA, No. 8, p. 60). Surely, this cadillac, which
included Oboria and Gora, has been named haslar since it was
the royal estate and the great vizier. In a document (BBA, No. 8
for the year 1540-1570) is mentioned "Nahija Foça in Sandzak of
Prizren", while in the canyon of Prizren is mentioned Hoça.
This nahije included places in the north of Prizren, on the right
side of the Drin. Among the other villages, this nahije included
the villages of Rahovec, Velika Hoča, Hoča e Vogël and
Brestovc. Thertherne is mentioned in each nahije or cadillac, as
is mentioned in Prizren's Kanunnam, but we could not find
anything, as the Kaleshi study claims. Meanwhile, Kadilje Bihor
belonged to the Sandzak of Prizren.
In 1560 it was mentioned "Nahija Bihor and dizdara
(commander of the fortress), Murati. In 1570 this nahije was
also mentioned, the ceribasha of which had a timar (property,
feud) whose income was 7,500 acres. "(BBA, No. 8, 920).
Whereas, in 1582, Sandzak of Prizren had three kaza: Prizren,
Tërgovisht, and Hoçë e Vogël. Nahija of Hoça e Vogel included
most of the settlements of today's Rahovec municipality.
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The researcher Osmani (2003, 37) states that according to the
"Detailed Defterit of 1590/91, the Sandzak of Prizren had 5
nahije: Prizren, Suhareka, Hasi, Hoça, Bihor and Thergovishta,
but later also Nahija of Opoja." During the year 1591, "All
Anadrian settlements were under the administrative rule of
Nahijeh of Little Hoça, where 96 villages existed. The
Tržgovishte fortress also belonged to the Sandzak of Prizren.
This cadillac was a certain border area between the Sandzak of
Prizren and the Bosniak pasha. From a warrant to the Senjakbir
of Prizren in 1576, many rebels from Kuwait and Bosnia came
to the shelter of Thergovisht and found refuge there. Therefore,
it was required to forbid any entry into this villain." (BBA, No.
29, 167).
Researcher Jastrebov (1876, p. 7) says that from the end of
the XVI century and the beginning of the XVII century, the
Sandzak of Prizren was on the verge of the Buddha Pearls.
However, it is all probable that Prizren will have been
somewhat dependent on this military boom because Buddhist
pashalata, because of his position, had priority over all other
matters. Since the sandzakbeg of Prizren has really fought
under Buda's law, we have a range of documents. Thus, in one
of them, on July 28, 1626, it is said that the people of Estarhaz
have killed several people of the sanxhakbegs of Prizren, who
was then there to defend Budim "(Spaho, 1935, p. 70). Of
course, "Sandzakbeg of Prizren with its army has participated
in another great fighting. Thus, from October 1570 when the
Turks again attacked Cyprus, which was in the hands of the
Venetians, between the great army we also see that of the
sanxhakbeg of Prizren. "(Elezovic, 1950, pp. 50-51). Prizren,
apparently, in 1577 was in the domain of Bosnia's Sandzak. For
the sake of this ascertainment, a member of Bosnia's Bosniak
sender, with whom he is personally charged to look at the issue
of the reigned mine near the Vastastini fort in Prizren. So, in
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Prizren, in that year, if it had been a special sandzank, the
ferman would have been sent to the sandzakbeg of Prizren, not
Bosnia's sandzakbeg. In 1580 "Prizren is presented as a special
sanjak, but within the framework of the Bosnian Empire, that is
the epic that is formed that same year. Meanwhile, a Turkish
source from 1607 shows that the Sandzak of Prizren is again
located in the Rumelia eyalet" (Rizaj, 1969, p. 715). According to
the Centenarian farms. XVI, handled by Skënder Rizaj, Prizren's
sandzak were: Sulejman Beu (1554), Hizir Beu (1556), Mustafa
Beu (1564), Mahmut Beu (1576) and Hazir Beu (1581).
At the beginning of the century, according to Ajni Ali's
announcement, in the Sandzak of Prizren were: 1 haw that
provided an annual income of 281,646 akce, 17 zeamete (zeamet
- property that yielded an annual income 20,000 - 100,000 akce)
and 225 timar (timar - property that yielded an annual income
of up to 2000 acres).
Meanwhile, Osmani (2003, 33) gives us some information
that in "Half of the XVII Century, according to Haxhi Kallfës,
Sanxhaku of Prizren there were these cadres: Prizren, Suharekë,
Hasin of Prizren, Kicevo, Bihor, and Tërgovisht. According to a
Turkish source, from 1667, in the context of Sandzak of Prizren,
these cadavers were included: Kicevo, Bihor, Targovishte,
Suhareka, Rahovec, and Hasi of Prizren. Whereas, according to
the dexter of jizja for the year 1689, the Sanxhaku of Prizren
included these cadres: Prizren, Suharekë, Bihor, and
Tërgovishtën. "Whereas," In 1669, in Prizren, Bihor, Suhareka,
and Trggovishta this time is referred to as the janitor of Yeni
Bazaar" (Rizaj, 1969, p. 715).
With the invasion of today's territory of Kosovo by the
Ottomans (1455) and with the establishment of the Ottoman
administration in this area, the territories of Peja and Gjakova
were called Dukagjin, respectively entered into the framework
of the Sandzak of Dukagjini, which stretched between the
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Adriatic and Sendzak of Herzegovina, Vučitrna, Prizren and
later Shkodra.
While "Pejë/Peć and Gjakova territories were part of this
Ottoman administrative unit until 1783 when Dukagjini
Sandzak ceased to exist. Then the geographic meaning was
narrowed only to Peja's coalition, which came under the
Sandzak of Shkodra. With the inclusion of the new Ottoman
administrative units, respectively the vilayet, Peja as the center
of the Ottoman Kadya entered the framework of the Sandzak of
Prizren. In 1874 the town entered into the framework of the
Vilayet of Kosova (Rizaj, 1969).
After the invasion of Shkodra (1479), the sandzak is formed
immediately, by that name. The newly created Sandzak of
Shkodra joins some of the areas of the Sandzak of Dukagjini.
Thus, in 1490/91, the Sandžak of Dukagjini territorial was very
limited, within that sandzak there is no vilayet, while in the
frame of Shkodra are these vilayets: Shkodra, Plava, Peja, Altun
Ili, Deçani, Peja Vlachs. Whereas, at the beginning of the
century. The XVI Sandzak of Shkodra is broadly expanded, so
in its framework were Shkodra, Podgorica, Bihor, Peja,
Vuçitërna, Prizren, Prishtina, Novobërda and Montenegro
(Rizaj, 1969, p. 715).
The oldest record of Gjakova, as it is known, dates back to
1348." (Jirecek, 1959, 280). According to the "Deck of Sandzak of
Shkodra" (1485), Gjakova was located in the framework of the
Peja district boiler, which was divided into nahije of Peja and
Altun-Ilia, centered in Junik. At that time, Gjakova entered the
Hasan beyat zeamet. Whereas, in 1571 Gjakova was a village
with 63 houses, in the framework of the Rudina, Sandzak of
Dukagjini. Thus, Gjakova was then a sultan's slayer with an
annual income of 8,000 acres. According to the ferman of 1583,
Gjakova was a village in the framework of the cadastre of
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Altun-Ilia, of Sandzak of Dukagjini "(Pulaha, 1972, pp. 186-187,
208-2012).
"Gjakova up to the half of the XVII century on an
administrative basis depended on the Altun-Ilia Kenyan, based
in Junik. Whereas, from the middle of the XVII century the
cadastral site gradually began to cross from Junik to Gjakova.
So, Gjakova in 1667 was already a special cadastre and by the
amount of income belonged to Grade VIII, with a monthly
income of 4000 acres, and Gjakova's cadil was an integral part
of the Sandzak of Dukagjini" (Pulaha, 1972).
Also, it can be said that during their conquests, the Ottomans
largely fragmented the Albanian lands, giving Albanian
military and administrative units a smaller territorial extent
compared to the other Senjans of Rumelia. Some of them, apart
from the predominantly Albanian population, included
Montenegrin, Serbian and Macedonian minorities.

Conclusion
With the invasion of today's territory of Kosovo by the
Ottomans (1455) and with the establishment of the Ottoman
administration in this area, the territories of Peja and Gjakova
were called Dukagjin, respectively entered into the framework
of the Sandzak of Dukagjin, which stretched between the
Adriatic and Sendzak of Herzegovina, Vučitrna, Prizren and
later Shkodra. Peja and Gjakova territories were part of this
Ottoman administrative unit until 1783 when Dukagjini
Sandzak ceased to exist. Then the geographic meaning was
narrowed only to Peja's coalition, which came under the
Sandzak of Shkodra. With the inclusion of the new Ottoman
administrative units, respectively the vilayet, Peja as the center
of the Ottoman Kadya entered the framework of the Sandzak of
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Prizren. In 1874 the town entered into the framework of the
Vilayet of Kosovo.
The ruler of this area, the Ottoman Empire, long abandoned
in a deep social-economic crisis and militarily possible by
opposing powers, was forced to open its gates to the economic
pressure of Western capitalism. So, Southeast Europe,
especially Rumelia, where Kosovo was part, for the first time in
the history of the Ottoman conquest gained a socially important
economic and political importance. Meanwhile, during the
eighteenth century, there are further signs of the weakening of
the Ottoman Empire in military-economic and political terms.
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Some Corporate Governance specifications in
economies in transition
Saxhide Mustafa
Abstract
According to the principles and standards of market economies
and based on OECD principles, Corporate Governance should
ensure the growth of the value of companies' assets. Besides, it
should provide a balanced representation of stakeholders'
interests, first of all, to owners, management, and employees.
One of the key problems that newly created private enterprises
and enterprises created through privatization is their
incorporation or the creation of modern corporate governance
structures which, as discussed in this paper, are of primary
importance for the growth of these companies, for their
sustainability, for access to capital and for their investment
attractiveness. Achieving these standards in transition
economies is proving to be quite problematic, especially in the
Eastern and Southeast Europe. Theoretical discussions and
empirical research largely conclude that the problems are not so
much associated with the legal framework as much as they are
concerned with their implementation, especially with the
institutional environment and the problems that these countries
have with law enforcement and corruption. This paper
provides an overview of theoretical discussions on specific
corporate governance issues in these countries and then based
on the secondary resources and empirical studies in Kosovo's
case, a brief comparative analysis of developments in this area
in Croatia, Bulgaria, and Kosovo. The conclusions drawn from
this analysis appear to be in line with theoretical discussions.
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Theoretical Discussions
Transition economies faced, and some still face the challenges
of transforming the economic system to serve the needs of an
open market economy able to cope with competition and meet
the social and economic needs of these societies. The
privatization of state-owned enterprises, the development of
private enterprises created after the collapse of the socialist
system in Central and Eastern Europe, more specifically
consolidation of a competitive private sector constitutes the key
factor in the economic development of these countries and for
the building of democracy. One of the key problems that newly
created enterprises and enterprises created through
privatization face is their incorporation or the creation of
modern corporate governance structures which, as discussed in
this paper, are of primary importance to the growth of these
companies, their sustainability, for access to capital and their
investment attractiveness.
While, for example, Central European countries have made
significant achievements in implementing the OECD principles
for corporate governance the same cannot be said for the East
and Southeast Europe countries. Another important issue in
these societies is also the governance of public or state
enterprises. Weaknesses that followed the privatization process
regarding concentrated ownership and deformations in the
form of oligarchs have made it difficult to build a significant
structure in corporate governance. A system based on the
reciprocal relations of the new class of owners with political
structures is also reflected in the way corporations are
governed and how they function, governance structures,
decision-making processes, whereby the transparency and
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accountability suffer the most, the role of the interested actors,
social responsibility, and ethical principles.
In the construction of commercial laws as well as the
institutional and legal framework for corporate governance, the
technical assistance had more impact than the previous or
inherited legal framework (Pistor et al., 2000). Majority of
Central European countries have approved the Continental
model, while Eastern and Southeast European countries have
implemented both models with the Anglo-Saxon model
dominating.
The process of reforming and shifting from the planned
economy to a market economy can be seen in three stages: 1)
the time when the old ownership structure and the old system
still dominate (2) the time when the new institutional system is
established, but still the elements of the old system are still
present and (3) dominance of institutions and practices
characteristic of an open market economy (North, 1991).
Meanwhile, few other authors consider this process in two
phases: (1) Marketization shock and re-structuring and (2) deep
privatization and restructuring (Carlin, 2003).
The shock triggered by the introduction of price
liberalization and the dismantling of the planned and
centralized economy apparatus goes through the problems of
the economic downturn, rising unemployment, the emergence
of private initiative and the establishment of macroeconomic
and fiscal stability. At this stage, despite all the problems, there
is a link between performance and access to capital, the
emergence of bankrupting firms and the creation of the private
sector. In this context, it also begins some type of
reorganization of enterprises, as they have to take measures to
survive despite the lack of incentives and subsidies offered by
the state. Depending on the conditions and the given context in
some countries, this stage has been shorter (Central Europe and
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the Baltic countries), whereas in the case of the Soviet Union
and some of the East and Southeastern Europe countries it has
been accompanied by a chaotic state, disorientation and total
passivation of the former state enterprise sector. The second
phase of privatization and deep restructuring is related to the
engagement of governance and management structures in
enterprises to take on the responsibility to operate on the
critical point of profitability and to ensure efficient growth and
a profitable firm (Carlin, 2003). In this regard, the form of
ownership that derives from external privatization or from
internal privatization with MBO (Purchasing state companies
from their management) and EBO (buying state companies
from employees) has been seen more important for relations in
the governing structure of the corporation. It is considered that
external privatization has been more effective in controlling
managers. Also, the lack of capital markets and the lack of
transparent and standard financial reporting systems have
favored concentrated ownership. Besides, foreign owners
(foreign investors) were considered to be oriented towards
profitability.
Then the manager-dominated ownership is considered more
profitable than the dominated ownership of workers when it
comes to internal privatization. In general, the basic
privatization methods that had to do with mass privatization
(distribution of free shares, voucher etc.) that has produced a
distributed ownership and privatization with the sale of assets
to internal and external private investors which has produced a
more concentrated ownership. Estimates are that the companies
which after privatization have resulted in more concentrated
ownership have been the most prone to quick restructuring
(Marcincin & Wijnbergen, 1997).
However, to see the effects of transition on corporate
governance it is important to see the impact of ownership
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change and the impact of the ownership structure on the
behavior of certain companies. Nevertheless, arrangements and
corporate governance structures of privatized companies and
those established as private companies have remained out of
theoretical or empirical research for quite some time. This is
certainly about creating effective governance structures and
institutional frameworks that ensure transparency and sound
financial reporting, bankruptcy proceedings, also a legal
framework that protects investors and owners, provide a
balance of interests among stakeholders, and addresses the
issue of „disciplining of managers. It is considered that success
in building an effective corporate governance framework in
countries transition is important not only for the performance
of companies but also for their competitive capacities, their
report on internationalization and their state relationship
(Estrin, 2002).
Initial various conditions at the beginning of the transition
and different methods and privatization policies, economic
policies, including the legal and institutional framework have
had their impact also in the modernization of the corporate
governance process in few certain countries. Thus, the
governments of Central European countries, the Baltic
countries and some of the former Yugoslav states (primarily
Slovenia and Croatia) have been selected on legitimate terms of
free elections, based largely on the success of the reforms,
which was not the case, for instance with Russia, other
countries emerging from the former Soviet Union and most
Southeast European countries (Esterin, 2002). Bead on the
characteristics of transition in Albania and the delayed
transition, for well-known reasons, in Kosovo, both economies
share more features with the second group. The
aforementioned context and the earliest involvement of the first
group countries in the EU integration processes have been
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reflected, among other things, with a better success in
enterprise restructuring, their performance and the more
successful implementation of corporate governance. One of the
important issues related to the specifics of corporate
governance in transition economies is certainly related to the
fragile democratic institutions that lack the capacity or
willingness of party elites in those governments to enforce the
law. (Crotty & Jobome, 2004). This then creates a turbulent
business environment for business, where the implementation
of business contracts faces inefficient and politically influenced
judicial system. Under these conditions, one of the main
problems is the protection of investors, namely the investment
environment, which does not have enough incentives to
implement corporate governance standards. In this situation, in
the countries that used shock therapies in hopes that sudden
change of ownership will induce a transfer of market economy
institutions, including the development of corporate
governance based on the theory and institution experience of
the "agency" did not prove successful in most Southeastern and
Eastern European countries (Crotty & Jobomem, 2004). Stiglitz,
(1999) argues that the aspects of corporate governance in these
countries were underestimated for a long time. In fact, it turned
out that privatization and accompanying reforms were
unsuccessful in countries characterized with poor institutions
with low capacity and readiness for law enforcement which
was manifested with high corruption and high informality. So
there are also opinions that the sequence should have been
perhaps strengthening the institutions first and then privatizing
next. It is considered that this sequence (privatization in the
conditions of fragile and weak institutions) also created a
vacuum in terms of corporate governance (Crotty & Jobomem,
2004). This has even stimulated the behavior of those who have
acquired controllable ownership blocks to take control of public
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rent as a result of a „destructive restructuring (Black et al.,
2000). The genesis of this destructive restructuring lays at
manipulated privatization. Good corporate governance is
therefore considered a prerequisite of constructive
restructuring in transition economies (Crotty & Jobomem,
2004). Following this theoretical debate, there is a dilemma as to
whether the transfer of corporate governance models from
developed market economies has been adequate to address
problems such as „dominance of internal insiders, owners /
owners of large blocks and weak institutions „or there should
have been developed models that protect the interests of
smaller owners and other interested actors, especially workers.
In the 2000s, at the beginning of this century, there was also a
discussion about the contextualism of corporate governance
models, often considered as influenced by the so-called
Washingtonian post-consensus, which considered the problems
that were caused by the unqualified implementation of socalled shock therapy (Crotty & Jobomem, 2004). So it was a
suggestion to go beyond the „Shareholder / Owner-Agency
model, taking into account the specific conditions of certain
countries regarding the institutional, proprietary and business
aspect, including business culture.
Thus, for example, (Berglof & Pajuste, 2002) consider that
traditional methods of company behaviors in the ownermanager relationship in many Central and Eastern European
countries were unsuccessful in the conditions of new and
owners (large block- holders). This also applies to the way of
winning tenders. Therefore, the models mentioned were
ineffective as disciplinary instruments. They are therefore
committed to strengthening external control, including closer
co-operation between banks and the court system, stronger
regulation and greater investor protection, including the role of
creditors.
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In fact, regarding the difficulties of the functioning of corporate
governance in transition countries, the problem does not
appear to be the codes, as they mostly reflect codes practiced in
developed economies. These codes have also been drafted with
Western expert‟s assistance, engaged consultants. More than
that, the problem lies in the business environment and the
institutional context and the need for an evolution of business
culture. An illustrative example of this is taken from the
research conducted by the Russian Institute of Directors (RID
2003). Since the Corporate Governance Code in Russia was
prepared with a qualified assistance (OECD and World Bank)
and in the framework of a stakeholder and consultant process
with interested corporations and stakeholders and it was
approved in 2001, the RID made a survey to see the level of
implementation in 2003.
While about 90% of companies have implemented the Code
in the parts pertaining to the establishment of Boards and
Bodies the same does not occur in other sections. Only 5% of
them provide information on the implementation of standards
for the board structure, only 15% regarding the remuneration
standards and audit committees. On average these corporations
make transparent only 7 of the 35 recommended issues
(Fideorczuk, 2017).
Hence, the corporate governance codes even transition
economies look very good on paper but have not had any
significant influence on government practices. Another issue is
the fact that in the situations when former state-owned
companies were privatized by former directors and managers,
the system based on the „principal-agency report does not seem
to be adequate It turns out that managers are protected from
themselves (Crotty & Jobomem, 2004).
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Short comparison overview
Looking at developments related to corporate governance in
transition economies along Kosovo, we will also provide a brief
overview for Bulgaria, Croatia, and Albania.
Croatia and Bulgaria as EU members now have a transition
history that more or less supports context. Bulgaria faced with a
very fierce transition in its own beginnings, similar to Albania
in its early years, underwent a rapid structural reform based on
the framework of a faster EU integration process.
Meanwhile, Croatia with more features of a Central
European country, but distinct from the war, had a longer
progression to the EU integration process. In a way, the
transition to this economy can be called rounded-up on
essential issues with their integration into the EU. These
countries have adopted practices in their legislation under
European directives on corporate governance. In Albania and
Kosovo, there is still a long transition, with similar problems,
but in a very different political context. The data were obtained
from secondary sources, mainly from the European Bank for
Research and Development (EBRD) Report for Croatia and
Bulgaria, and from other sources for Albania and especially for
Kosovo. For the last one, additional data were obtained from
two surveys, one conducted by the Riinvest Institute and the
other by the author for the exclusive needs of this work. Based
on this, we will draw a comparison between these countries
based on the EBRD (Country Assessment Report 2017)
estimates, linking this with some essential features from the
studies of international business organizations. Meanwhile, for
Albania and Kosovo, we will see a deeper comparison based on
my studies and other sources.
In this paper, I will present a brief comparative analysis of
corporate governance in Kosovo, Croatia, Bulgaria, and
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Albania. First, I will make a comparison of EBRD estimates for
corporate governance based on Country Reports (2017) for
these countries by linking the assessment results to several
business environment ratings published by credible
international organizations. Such a comparison seems more
consistent as EBRD has used the same approach to assessing
the development of corporate governance for all countries.
Research data, more specifically surveys for Albania and
Kosovo are difficult to compare taking into account the
different objectives of these studies, then samples and
questionnaires. However, a general line of some phenomena
can also be drawn from these studies.
The methodology used by the EBRD for assessing the level
of Corporate Governance in its member countries consists in
assessing the legal and institutional framework and its
implementation by comparing it with best practices (OECD
Principles, Financial Institutions, in particular, International
Finance Corporation (IFC), EBRD and World Bank). The
methodology used is identical in each country (EBRD, 2017).
This study uses five areas to assess the framework and practices
of corporate governance where a summary assessment is
provided on these aspects:
(1) Structure and operation boards
(2) Transparency and Disclosure (Publication)
(3) Internal control
(4) Shareholders Rights
(5) Stakeholders (stakeholders) and institutions
Each of these fields is divided into constituent elements which
are numerically 1-5 evaluated and correspond to the qualitative
estimates of 5 good and very well (darker green colors), good
average 4 (lighter green color) correct 3 (yellow color), weak 2
(orange color) and 1 very poor (red color). For example, the
assessment of „Board structure and functioning consists of the
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following
elements:
Composition,
Gender
Diversity,
Independent Directors (s), Effectiveness and Responsibility of
the Board. Estimates were made on the basis of questionnaires
answered by lawyers, regulators, auditors, large and listed
companies and stock exchanges. Questionnaires were then
evaluated by EBRD experts in corporate governance and then
textual reports and 15-20 page graphs for EBRD member
countries were compiled. Below we give the summary table
without further stopping in the methodological explanations
that can be found in the EBRD (EBRD, 2017).
Table 1:

Source: Corporate Governance Sector Assessment, EBRD, 2017 .

A joint characteristic of this assessment is that the four
countries are positioned the worst in the structure and
functioning of the boards and this is related to the diversity
with the presence of independent experts and the performance
evaluation. Also, for Bulgaria, Albania, and Kosovo the internal
audit control and assessment of stakeholders and the role of
institutions is not positive.
It is clear that Croatia has made significant progress, with
certain problems in the structure and functioning of boards and
internal control. Bulgaria, though earlier integrated into the EU,
is standing behind. Overall, Croatia, in spite of the later EU
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integration, has had a more mature institutional structure, a
stronger tradition of corporate organization, and in general, it
has been increasingly close to Central Europe in many more
aspects than Bulgaria. Albania and Kosovo have a similar
rating, with a better rating for transparency in Kosovo and for
shareholder rights in Albania.
Table 2:

Source: *World Bank, 2017, ** Transparency International, 2017,
***Meduza, L., 2017, ****Riinvest 2012, 2015

As demonstrated above with theoretical discussions, the
fundamental problem of corporate governance in transition
economies, particularly in Eastern and Southeast Europe does
not lie in the legal framework, but in general the strengthening
of law enforcement institutions, with free competition, fighting
of informality and corruption.
The data presented in the table above are also in line with
these findings. Croatia is well ranked here, followed by
Bulgaria which with some indicators is closer to Albania and
Kosovo. Kosovo and Albania rank the worst with very few
differences. Kosovo has made a big leap in index and ranking at
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Doing Business in 2017. A year ago, it was placed in the 60th
place, similar to Albania.
How much can we have a mutual influence between the
level of corporate governance and ranking in certain areas
should be explored more deeply, but it is evident that at this
level the ranking also affects the level of corporate governance,
as well as the situation in the areas for which the raking was
made greatly influences developments in corporate governance
in certain countries.
If we draw a comparable parallel between Albania and
Kosovo based on the studies of. (Cipi, 2014) and (Diber, 2014) in
Albania and Riinvest (2015) and (Mustafa, 2018) on Kosovo as
well as EBRD estimates for both countries the following
conclusions could be drawn:

• The legal framework with certain exceptions to the
CEO's choice (in Albania) and the rights of small
shareholders in Kosovo meets the OECD standards,
but there are serious problems in their
implementation.
• The EBRD assessment is similar to Kosovo and
Albania, with a nuanced distinction where Kosovo
gains an advantage over transparency and internal
control, while Albania is better off on the rights of
shareholders. With other elements the assessment is
similar;
• There are similarities to the size of Boards, but
according to the studies cited above, Albania is in a
better situation in the nomination of the Board
independent members as well as with the CEO election
from the Board. However, in both countries, there are
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no procedures, criteria, and practices built for
performance appraisal by CEOs;
• Both countries need to understand the importance of
corporate governance in the first instance for its own
corporations, but also for the health of national
economies, as long as there are no enforceable
mechanisms for implementing the OECD Principles,
apart from the elements of these principles which are
included in the Laws.
• The conclusion is that, except the banking sector, the
application of the standard corporate governance
principles under the OECD and other relevant
institutions is in the early stages of development in
both countries.
• It has been identified that in both countries, there is a
great negative influence of government and political
institutions, especially in public enterprises, but this
also applies in general to the role of institutions in
supporting and promoting good governance, law
enforcement, transparency and accountability which
must significantly improve;

Conclusions
The difficulties of the functioning of corporate governance in
transition countries seem to be the problem, not in the codes, as
they mostly reflect practice codes in developed economies.
They have also been drafted with the assistance of experts from
Western and engaged consultants. More than that, the problem
lies in the business environment and the institutional context
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and the need for an evolution of business culture. The
traditional approaches of the company behavior related to
„owner-manager rapport in the environment of many Central
and Eastern European countries were unsuccessful in the
conditions of large block holders. This also applies to the
manner of winning tenders. Therefore, the models mentioned
were ineffective as instruments for disciplining the managers.
The solution seems to be to strengthen external control,
including closer co-operation between banks and the court
system, stronger regulation and greater investor protection,
including the role of creditors.
The short comparative analysis of developments in corporate
governance in Croatia, Bulgaria, Albania and Kosovo reveals
that one of the main factors in developing a meaningful
framework for corporate governance and its implementation is
the level of institutional maturity as well as institutions ability
and readiness of law enforcement and law and market equal
opportunity for all involved parties.
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Humanitarian Action [ALNAP], 2010).
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